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ABSTRACT
This research was aimed to find out the high frequency of types of oral
corrective feedback done by the teachers, the high frequency of types of
learner uptake done by the students and the distribution of oral corrective
feedback and learners in the classroom. The design of this research was a
descriptive quantitative research. The subjects of the research were the
entire of the English teachers and the students at the XI Grade of SMA 5
of Bengkulu in the academic year of 2017/2018. There were three findings
of this research; first, the types of corrective feedback that were high
frequency done by the teachers in the English classroom. They were
elicitation, recast, and metalinguistic feedback. Second,  the types of
learners’ uptake that high frequency found in this research were self-repair
repetition uptake, and acknowledgement and the third, there were five
types of oral corrective feedback with the learners’ uptake above fifty
percent, namely; recast, clarification request, explicit correction, elicitation,
and metalinguistic feedback. The conclusion shows that there are two
types of oral corrective feedback with the learners’ uptake under fifty
percent, namely; repetition and translation. The researcher suggests the
Oral Corrective Feedback used by the teachers in the classroom lead the
students to show signs of learning or understanding implied in the
students’ response to the teachers’ feedback.
Keywords: Oral Corrective Feedback, Learners’ Uptake, the Distribution
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ABSTRAK
Tujuan dari penelitian ini untuk menemukan frekuensi dari tipe-tipe koreksi
lisan oleh guru di dalam kelas, menemukan frekuensi tinggi dari tipe-tipe
respon siswa di dalam kelas, dan menemukan distribusi dari koreksi lisan
dan respon siswa di dalam kelas. Desain penelitian ini yaitu penelitian
kuantitatif deskripsi. Subjek penelitian yaitu guru bahasa Inggris dan siswa
kelas XI SMA 5 Bengkulu tahun ajaran 2017/2018. Terdapat tiga hasil
penelitian ini yaitu: pertama, tipe-tipe koreksi lisan dengan frekuensi tinggi
yaitu elicitation, recast, dan metalinguistic feedback, kedua merupakan
tipe-tipe respon siswa dengan frekuensi tinggi yaitu self-repair, repetition
uptake, dan acknowledgment, ketiga terdapat lima tipe dari koreksi lisan
dengan respon siswa di atas lima puluh persen, yaitu; recast, clarification
request, explicit correction, elicitation, dan metalinguistic feedback.
Terdapat dua tipe koreksi lisan dengan respon siswa di bawah lima puluh
persen yaitu repetition dan transtlation. Peneliti menyarankan bahwa
koreksi lisan yang dilakukan guru mampu menunjukkan tanda dari
pembelajaran dan pemahaman secara tidak langsung dalam reaksi siswa
terhadap umpan balik dari guru.
Kata Kunci: Koreksi Lisan, Respon Siswa, Distribusi dan Eror
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Error is one of common problem in foreign language learning
classroom. It proved by many experts that concern about language error
for decade .They find out the learner of English as a foreign langguage is
unaware of the existance of the particular system or rule in English.
Teachers are concerned about the importance or not to correct learners’
errors and, if correction is viewed as desirable, when and how to do it.
Error correction is needed as a feedback when learner make an error.
Numbers of  experts has study about feedback and their influence
through the learners. Some of them found correction help student to clarify
their understanding of meaning and their construction of language .
Methodologists and researchers of Second Language Acqusition named
the way or strategy of correcting an error as corrective feedback. These
have derived from descriptive studies of the strategies, teachers have
been observed to use and typically consist of simple list of strategies
together with examples (Lyster and Ranta , 1997).
According to Ellis and Sheen (2009) Corrective Feedback refers to
the feedback that learners receive on the linguistic errors they make in
their oral or written production in a second language. Oral and written
corrective feedback have attracted a lot of attention in years because of
their significance for the development of theories of second language
acquisition and also their important place in second language pedagogy.
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Ellis (2009) stated that researchers have developed hierarchical
taxonomies of strategies based on how corrective feedback works for
acquisition. He figured two key of distinctions of oral corrective feedback.
First,  input-providing where learner is supplied with the correct form
versus output-prompting which it can try to elicit a correction from learner.
Second, implicit about the teacher simply requests clarification in response
to the learner’s erroneous utterance or explicit where teacher directly
corrects the learner and provides some kind of metalinguistic explanation
of the error. He added paralinguistic signal as one of types of oral
corrective feedback
Lyster and Ranta (1997) devided and developed oral corrective
feedback strategies into six types. They are explicit correction, recast,
clarification request, metalinguistic feedback, elicitation and repetition.
Feedback can be positive or negative depend on how teacher give
the correction and how learner response to the corrector. Positive
feedback confirm that a learner response to an activity is correct,  even
sometimes positive feedback can indicate ambiguity, such as “good” do
not always mean the learner is correct. Positive feedback seem important
because offer affective support and highly motivation to the learner’s
continue learning. While negative feedback indicate in someways that the
learner utterance lacks veracity or linguistically deviant.
Corrective feedback is very important for English foreign language
learner. That proved by behaviorist and cognitive theory that stated
feedback is seen as contributing to language learning. Cognitive theories
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by some experts claim that corrective feedback serves as a valuable input
in pccplearner interaction . During interaction in student’s conversation,
they may negotiate for meaning due to lack of understanding. They will
receive feedback as a part of negotiation on their language production,
perhaps will draw attention to linguistic problem and help them to notice
gaps between learner target language and features of their inter
language.
The other importance of corrective feedback Lyster (2007) stated
that teacher do not have to choose between communication on one hand
and corrective feedback on the other, because both can be effectively
integrated in instructional discourse. Corrective feedback is found to give
positive influence on students of foreign language. Through corrective
feedback, the student will be aware of their error. They will realize that
there is a gap between what they have already said and the correct rule
of the target language.
However, Foreign Language Acqusition researcher also disagree
about the role of corrective feedback plays in second language learning.
Implementing corrective feedback in teaching learning process have
potential affective damage that teachers’ oral corrective feedback can
cause among learners in classroom settings. Correcting students is seen
as potetially dangerous because it can damage learners’ receptivity to
learning. Ur (1996;255) stated that correcting needs to be given in an
atmosphere of support and warm solidarity. Researchers and language
educator have paid careful attention to corrective feedback. Meanwhile,
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they have frequently disagreed about whether to correct errors, what
errors to correct, how to correct them(Hyland & Hyland ,2006) in (Lyster
and Ranta). Respond to the dilemma, some experts such as Brown and
Harmer received the use of corrective feedback in the classroom with
several notices.
There are studies in other countries that claims they provide
evidence for a positive role of instruction and feedback in foreign
language learning, such as Lightbown & Spada (1990), Lyster and Ranta
(1997). Studies on corrective feedback also covered several different
areas, Panova and Lyster (2002) in (TESOL Quarterly ,vol 36) studies
about patterns of feedback and uptake in an adult ESL classroom. Long
(1977) studies about teacher feedback and learner error: mapping
cognition.
In Indonesia, a lot of studies focused on investigating the
implementation of corrective feedback. Maolida (2013)  thesis entitled
“Oral corrective feedback and learners uptake in a young learner
classroom (case study ). This study report various types of oral corrective
feedback used by a teacher and their distribution following the different
types of oral corrective feedback. Pandu( 2014 ) investigated oral
corective feedback for students of different proficiency. This study found
that oral corrective feedback can be used in a classroom with students of
multilevels abilities with one enabling condition. It also found that
researcher tends to give corrective feedback as spontaneous correction.
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Those two previous studies use different instructional setting and
context.  Interactional context include age, gender and proficiency .
Instructional setting can be used in formal classroom setting like school
and  informal classroom setting like course. None of them was conducted
formal classroom setting in learner’s speaking class and applied
corrective feedback in teenage age. Then, this study is expected to fill the
gap of previous studies by revealing the most used types of oral
corrective strategies and the way learner uptake teacher’s correction in
Senior High Schoolclassroom.
SMAN 5 Bengkulu is choosen by researcher because SMA 5
Bengkulu occupied the first ranked in Bengkulu province based on UNBK
English average score2015/2016 academic year. SMAN 5 Bengkulu
apply 2013 curriculum which use scientific approach as a method where
scientific approach force teacher and students to be active in classroom
learning. In this case active learning process will help researcher to
gather information about teacher’s corrective feedback and learner’s
uptake.
1.2Identification of the Problem
Based on the background of the research, the problems were
identified and formulated as; the importance of oral corrective feedback
(Although there is contrary between the value of corrective feedback,
many experts claim in their research that corrective feedback serves as a
valuable input in classroom interaction and also ensuring linguistic
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accuracy). Number of oral corrective feedback research in our country
(Research about corrective feedback can use some interactional context
and setting, in order to fill the gap of previous research need to develop
another research). Teachers’ knowledge about corrective feedback
(based on random pre interview to senior high school English teacher) the
result showed that the teachers do not have enough knowledge about
oral corrective feedback and learners’ uptake.
1.3 Research Questions
Regarding to those background above, the research questions of
the study were formulated as follows:
1. What types of oral corrective feedback strategies were
frequently used by the  teachers in the classroom?
2. What types of learner uptakes were frequently used by the
students in the classroom?
3. What was the distribution of oral corrective feedbacks and
learner uptakes in the classroom?
1.4The objectives of the Research
This study intended to:
1. To find out  the types of oral corrective feedback strategies
that frequently used by the  teachers in the classroom.
2. To find out the types of learner uptake that were frequently
used by the students in the classroom.
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3. To find out the distribution of oral corrective feedbacks and
learners uptakes in classroom.
1.5Significance of the research
The significance of this research devided into three aspects. Firstly,
this research theoretical contribution to research in oral corrective
feedback. Secondly, the practical contribution, how to practice oral
corrective feedback in teaching and learning in Indonesia. And the last is
professional contribution to teachers development.
Theoritically, this study offer some information based on the
application of oral corrective feedback strategies that used by english
teacher in Bengkulu and learner uptakes that used by students therefore
this study attempts to fill in the gap of previous study.
Practically, this study will beuseful for teachers to recognize the
different types of oral corrective feedback strategies and learner uptake,
their knowledge about oral corrective feedback will help them to apply that
strategies in their classroom interaction by suiting with learners
development and needs.Their understanding about the types of learner
uptake will help them to apply oral corrective feedback. In this case
Allwright (1975) in Panova and Lyster states that study on corrective
feedback is able to show the effectiveness of instructional process in the
classroom and it can also describe how language learning happens. This
study is expected to enable teachers to see the potential effectiveness of
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certain oral feedback and how the feedback may influence senior high
school students learning process through interaction in the classroom.
Profesionally, this study can be a reflection for the researcher and
teachers in giving oral feedback to the learners. Its hope that this study
can give information for teachers about variation of oral corrective
feedback strategies and give the teachers hints in choosing certain types
of oral corrctive feedback can be put teacher training program to improve
teaching quality in the classroom as stoped by Ridell (2001)  that all
teachers need to know the skills of correction and trainee teachers are
assessed on their ability to recognize and correct both spoken and written
mistakes.
1.6Limitation of the research
In order to avoid ambiguity and overlap discussion of this
research, this researchidentifying the types of oral corrective feedback
applied by the teacher and the learner’s uptake used by the students and
also explaining the teachers and students experiences and thoughts in
distribution of oral corrective feedback and learner’s uptake in classroom
interaction. This study will not discuss about the kind of error rather than
how the teachers response the error by giving oral corrective feedback
and how the learner’s uptake happens. This study will analyze all the oral
corrective feedbacks given by the teachers and learner’s uptake both in
the target language and Bahasa based on Ellis classifications. This study
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will be purposely done in a Senior High School students with varied
English level.
1.7Definition of key term
Oral Corrective feedback : Teacher’s strategies aim to response
learner’s utterance which containing linguistic error in classroom learning
activity orally.
Learner Uptake: Student reaction of correction given by the teacher in
English class learning activity.
Error: Students wrong of a word, speech act or grammatical items in
learning language as a result of lack of knowledge of the correct rule.
Distribution: The disseminating of learners’ uptake related to the




2.1 Review of Related Theories
2.1.1Teaching Speaking to Learner
The mastery of speaking skill is one of target language of English
foreign language learner. Learners often evaluate their success in English
language learning based on their speaking skill improvement.
Communication based on common point of view, speaking is aimed at
achieving a particular goal, expressing a desire or a desire to do
something, negotiating or solving a particular problem and also
maintaining social relationship. According to Kayi (2006) speaking refers to
the gap between linguistic expertise and teaching methodology. Linguistic
expertise concerns with language structure and language accent.
According to Chaney (1998, p 13) Foreign language learners learn
to acquire the oral proficiency as a target language which may have some
problems, include both internal and external. The learners might feel
reluctant to use the target language as they might be afraid of making an
error. Therefore, learner difficulties might become the main tasks for
English teachers in order to provide the guidance to teaching speaking of
English.
Moreover to develop competent speaker of English, the teachers of
English should consider about the problems that may occur in the process
of teaching learning of English as a foreign language and also the
activities that give students opportunities to practice language use more
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freely. In the communicative model of language teaching, the teacher
helps the student in real life communication. Teacher helped their students
develop the ability to produce grammatically correct, logically connected
sentences that are appropriate to specific contexts.
2.1.2Learner Errors
Since behaviourism become the earliest language learning theory
along 1960’s, behaviouristic was showed about their dominated to
language learning theories. Behaviourism experts thought making an error
seen as a undesirable processes of language learning. The reason in
making an error lies in inadequate teaching methods which if had been
“perfect” they would never be committed. Lately, each human has an
innate capacity that can guide them through a huge number of sentence
generation possibilities. The change of learning approach by language
teachers toward a cognitive approach has begun.
The development of error analysis made error analysis  become
one of the common topics usually appear in the field of second language
acquisition research. Errors role as an inseparable part of language
learning. Foreign language researcher seen error as a interested field to
be researched. The basic task of error analysis is to describe how learning
process take place in the classroom by examining the learner's output
which includes their correct and incorrect utterances.
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Error is one of the two major approaches in the study of learner's
errors. The other approach is contrastive analysis. Error analysis cannot
be studied precisely without discuss the notion of contrastive analysis.
According to Corder (1976) in Wikipedia errors are significant in
three things, first to the teacher, in that they tell him, if he or she
undertakes a systematic analysis, how far towards that goal the learner
has progressed and, consequently, what remains for him to learn. Second,
they provide the researcher with evidence of how language is learned or
acquired, and what strategies or procedures the learner is employing in his
discovery of the language. Third, they are indispensable to the learner
himself, because we can regard the making of errors as a device the
learner uses in order to learn (p.167). the occurrence of errors is merely
signs of “ the present inadequacy of our teaching methods”.
Contrastive analysis and error analysis have been commonly
recognized as branches of Applied Linguistic Science. This paper
examines in detail the three most influential error theories: Contrastive
analysis, Error analysis and Interlanguage theory. Corder (1978) maintains
that interlanguage can be seen as a restructuring or a recreating continum
and, therefore; evaluates their role in second language acquisition.
2.1.3Theoretical Rationale of Errors Correction
In teaching and learning process, the students sometimes make
some mistakes or errors in speaking a language, moreover direct or
indirect corrective feedback used by the teacher towards those errors has
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positive contribution for the students. As Sheen & Ellis (2011) state that
corrective feedback is addressed in almost every theory of L2 acquisition.
However, the role of corrective feedback in Second Language Acquisition
is influenced by learning and linguistic theory it attaches to (Ellis, 2009). In
this case, several theories are in support of corrective feedback while the
rest are opposed to it.
Innatist perspective believes that human beings have mental capacity
for acquiring language and the process of acquiring is claimed to result
from the target language exposure only (Lightbown and Spada, 2006).
Therefore, innatist considers error correction as ineffective or does not
have role in L2 acquisition (Guénette, 2009). As one of those who
hasinnatist perspective, Krashen(1981) strictly separates conscious
system which leads to learning and subconscious system which leads to
acquisition. According to Krashen, corrective feedback can be useful as
long as monitor requirements are fulfilled such as consciousness on form
and rules and sufficient time. However, he believes that corrective
feedback can also be harmful when students concern too much on
accuracy so fluency cannot be reached and also concerns on the
drawback of CF for students’ affective factor since CF can create anxiety
among students.
Different from innatist perspective, behaviorist believes that second
language is acquired through developing a new set of habits, imitation and
practice (Vialle, Lysaght, and Verenikina, 2000). In this case, learner
errors are considered as the result of L1 interference and should be
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limitted by structuring new habits. Therefore, in behaviorist perspective
corrective feedback is believed to be crucial (Guénette, 2009). Different
from those two theories, cognitive theories consider error correction as
having contribution to L2 acquisition in certain conditions.
In this section, cognitive theories that are used by this study as a
basis to explain the occurrence of oral corrective feedback and learner
uptake and the relation between them are discussed.
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2.1.4 Cognitive Theories of Error Correction
There are three main cognitive theories that support the role of
corrective feedback in affecting acquisition; those are Interaction
Hypothesis (Long, 1996; Gass&Selinker,2008), the Output Hypothesis
(Swain, 2007; Gass&Selinker,2008) and the Noticing Hypotheses
(Schmidt, 2010; Tatawy, 2002; Gass, 1991). Sheen&Ellis (2011) provide a
good summary of each hypothesis regarding corrective feedback:





The hypothesis claims that
negotiation of meaning that arises in
communicative context leads to
interactional modification that
provides learners with valuable input
for L2 learning.
The hypothesis claims that when the
learner is given the chance to stretch
their interlanguage to meet
communicative goals (Swain, 1995),
they can learn from their own output.
This hypothesis claims that when the
learners pay conscious attention to
specific linguistic forms which they
are exposed to, the L2 learning will
be enhanced.
(Adapted from Sheen&Ellis, 2011)
In describing interaction hypothesis, Long (1996, p.414) puts
forward that: Environmental contributions to acquisition are mediated by
selective attention and the learner’s developing L2 processing capacity,
and that the resources are brought together most usefully, although not
exclusively, during negotiation for meaning. Negative feedback obtained
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during negotiation work or elsewhere may be facilitated of source
language development, at least for vocabulary, morphology, and language
specific syntax and essential for learning certain specifiable L1-L2
contrasts. (Long, 1996, p.414). With the trigger of more competent
interlocutor in negotiating the meaning, some adjustments are made and it
facilitates the process of learning through the connection of input, learner’s
cognitive, and output (p.451-452).
Based on Long’s description, environmental factor such as negative
feedback is necessary for language acquisition since it gives information
direct and indirectly that cannot be covered in the input only. In this case,
Long (1996) posits that in the second language classroom, the negotiation
process should go one step further because comprehensible and modified
input are not enough to improve accuracy since they do not focus
students’ attention on the erroneous forms in their output.  This kind of
negotiation can push the students to notice the deviant forms so it can
become intake in learning. It is in line with Schmidt’s (1990, in Schmidt,
2010) noticing hypotheses that language learning needs conscious
noticing. In addition, Lyster and Ranta (1997) remind that learners will
continue making the same mistakes and do not necessarily progress
towards accuracy if the teacher does not use pedagogical strategies such
as corrective feedback to bring learners to focus on form, not just on
meaning.
It does not mean that the negative feedback should be prioritized
over comprehensible input as Gass&Selinker (2008, p.317) describe that
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learning is justified through input (language exposure), output (language
production) and feedback that result from interaction. In this case, they
assert that interaction involves several aspects including negotiation,
recast, and feedback. They show the way interaction helps to aid
understanding by providing some examples of conversations between
native and non native speakers in which the native speaker give feedback
by using comprehension check, confirmation check, clarification request
and other types of feedback that enable the speakers to negotiate
meaning by modifying their utterances (p. 318-324).
Another hypothesis that needs to be discussed in the notion of error
treatment is comprehensible output hypothesis. In her presentation, Swain
(2007) explains that in 1980s, the term “output” is defined as the outcome
or product, of the language acquisition device that becomes the evidence
if the learner/system has learned. However, Swain points out that the
meaning has been shifted from output as a product to output as a process
that claims that the act of producing language constitutes, to certain
extent, part of the process of second language learning.
Regarding the emergence of output hypothesis, Gass&Selinker
(2008, p.325-326) explain that the output hypothesis emerges as a doubt
on the claim on comprehensible input only as a tool that plays a role in
second language acquisition shown by lack of second language
development by immersion children after they have given a lot of input for
years. One of the causes was claimed (Swain, 2007) as a result of the
teachers who did not push the students to talk in target language using
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appropriate grammar and sociolinguistic. In this case, Swain (1985)
explains:
The meaning of ‘negotiating meaning’ needs to be
extended beyond the usual sense of simply ‘getting one’s
message across.’ Simply getting one’s message across can
and does occur with grammatically deviant forms and
sociolinguistically inappropriate language. Negotiating
meaning needs to incorporate the notion of being pushed
toward the delivery of a message that is not only conveyed,
but that is conveyed precisely, coherently, and
appropriately. Being ‘pushed’ in output…is a concept
parallel to that of comprehensible input. Indeed, one might
call this the ‘comprehensible output’ hypothesis.” (Swain,
1985, pp. 248-9 in Swain, 2007).
In discussing the output hypothesis, Swain (2007) explains that
there are three functions of output. First, the noticing or triggering function
claims that when learner attempts to produce the target language, they
may notice that they do not know how to say precisely the meaning they
want to convey. It may prompt the learners to be aware of some of their
linguistic problems. In this case, the awareness can bring learner’s
attention to something they need to discover about their second language
by triggering cognitive processes.
Secondly, the hypothesis testing function claims that output may
become hypothesis for the learners to say what they want to say. In this
case, corrective feedback is expected to push learners to modify their
output, especially by using some conversational moves such as
clarification requests or confirmation checks. According to Swain (2007),
learners respond more when the feedback is given by the teacher,
comparing to their partner.
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And the last is metalinguistic function of output which claims that
using language to reflect on language produced by others or ourselves
may facilitate second language learning. In that context, Swain re-labels
“output” as “speaking, writing, collaborative dialogue, private speech,
verbalizing or languaging “
Even though the term ‘noticing’ is discussed in two previous
hypotheses, noticing hypothesis itself is often related to the theory from
Schdimt (2010) who puts noticing hypothesis this way:
To many people, the idea that SLA is largely driven by what
learners pay attention to and become aware of in target
language input seems the essence of common sense. In the
simplest terms, people learn about the things that they pay
attention to and do not learn much about the things they do
not attend to. (Schdimt, 2010, p.1)
According to the noticing hypothesis, noticing is needed for input to
become intake and corrective feedback is claimed as having ability to
trigger learners’ attention of the gap between their inter language and the
target language and it may lead to subsequent grammatical restructuring
(Tatawy, 2002). Schmidt (2010) also adds that noticing is able to control
access to conscious experience and thus facilitating acquisition. In line
with Schmidt (2010),
Those two hypotheses are bounded in what Sheen and Ellis (2011)
call cognitive theories. Regarding the relation between cognitive theories
and corrective feedback, Sheen & Ellis (2011) emphasize that corrective
feedback can assist acquisition when the participants focus on meaning,
commit errors and receiving feedback so they receive not only linguistic
form but also meaning mappings.
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In Sheen&Ellis’(2011) term, the negotiation on meaning can be
characterized as ‘conversational’ feedback while the negotiation on form
can be characterized as ‘didactic’ feedback. Both have the similarity in
providing students with a chance to notice the errors. To be able to provide
the opportunity to notice the gap, some experts such as Dorothy (2001,
cited in Sheen&Ellis, 2011) suggests to give corrective feedback
immediately at the time the error happens so cognitive device can be
activated.
To enable corrective feedback assist  learners, Aljaafreh and
Lantolf (1994) list some general principles for CF to be effective: First, it
must be graduated which means only necessary feedback is needed, and
not to overuse it, second, it must be contingent which means the feedback
is only given when there is actual need and avoid it when the learner has
been able to function independently and third, it is dialogic which means it
needs to consider learner’s zone proximal development (ZPD). In this
case, there are no fix rules on when and how corrective feedback should
be given by teachers. Teachers often do it in context, suiting the needs of
individual learners (Ridel, 2001).
Ellis (2009) also suggests several general strategies in treating the
errors in the interaction that can be modified by teachers. He proposes
some guidelines for teachers in correcting learner errors: (1) Students’
attitudes towards corrective feedback should be put into consideration, (2)
Since CF has been proved to work for accuracy and fluency, the teacher
should not be afraid to correct students’ errors, (3) Since focused CF is
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potentially more effective than unfocused CF, it is better for teachers to
identify specific linguistic targets to be corrected in different lesson, (4) The
correction should be clear and it should be understood by students, (5) A
variety of CF strategies need to be employed, the teacher can start from
the implicit one and when the learner cannot do self-correction teachers
can move to a more explicit one, (5) Teachers need to experiment with
timing of CF to decide whether the correction will be immediate or delayed,
(6) Teachers need to create space for learners to uptake the CF, (7)
Teachers should be aware of who, when, and how they correct,
considering cognitive and affective needs of individual learner, (8)
Teachers should prepare themselves to focus on a specific error in several
occasions to give learners opportunities to do achieve full self regulation
and (9) Teachers should be aware of anxiety that might appear and
choose the strategies to use the anxiety to facilitate learning rather than
impede it.
In addition, Tedick and Gortari(1998) give several suggestions for
teachers in applying corrective feedback. They suggest teachers to
consider the context, applying a variety of feedback techniques, reflecting
their practices of correcting learners by asking a colleague to observe or
recording them while they are interacting in the class, and prioritizing
learners to self correct rather than simply giving the correct answer.
Regarding the effectiveness of corrective feedback, Djiwandono
(2013) states that corrective feedback is most effective when applied to
items that students themselves are dying to make them correct. However,
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it is less effective when students think they can still get the message
across even with the erroneous forms and it is least effective when applied
to mistakes which have been fossilized.
2.1.5Choice of Errors to Correct
Since this study focuses on the occurrence of oral corrective
feedback and learner uptake, it is important to recall that this study is not
going to report the occurrence, the number, and the types of errors.
However, in explaining the teacher’s oral corrective feedback, the terms
that relate to the error are inseparable since the corrective feedback is part
of error treatment. Considering the reason mentioned before, the types of
error are briefly discussed in this part.
Error is defined as “a mistake, especially one that causes problems
or affects the result of something”(Hornby, 2000, p. 242). In the context of
language learning and development, Ellis (1994, p.51) defines error as
“deviation from the norms of the target language.” However, Ellis admits
that the definition raises several questions; one of them is whether error is
differentiated from mistake. In this case, the work of Corder (1976) gives
explanation on the difference between error and mistake. According to
Corder, an error emerges due to lack of knowledge or competence while
mistake occurs due to failure in performing that competence. Thus,
mistake reflects processing failure due to competing plans, memory
limitations and lack of automaticity (Ellis, 2009).
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Even though the teacher may not necessarily differentiate between
error and mistake in employing corrective feedback, the terms of error and
mistake are used in the analysis by referring to explanation form Corder
(1976). In identifying the errors and mistakes produced by the senior high
school students, Lyster&Ranta (1997) does not make a distinction
between error and mistake; they simply label all erroneous utterance with
error. In this case, Lyster&Ranta (1997) categorize the errors into six:
Grammatical, lexical, phonological, L1, gender, and multiple error. In this
study, gender category is omitted and it is put together with grammatical
error.
a. Grammatical errors deal with errors in tense, verb morphology,
auxiliaries, pluralization, question formation, word order,
subject/verb agreement, gender and the use of closed classes such
as prepositions, pronouns, determiners.
b. Lexical errors refer to inaccurate and inappropriate choices of
lexical items in open classes such as nouns, verbs, adverbs, and
adjectives
c. Phonological errors refer to mispronunciations in reading aloud or
spontaneous conversations.
d. Translation Error (L1) refers to the error that a student makes in
translating a word. It occurs when the teacher asks the student to
translate a word but the student gives an inappropriate answer. It
also happens when the teacher expects student to answer in target
language but the student answer in their first language.
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e. Multiple errors refer to occurs when more than one type of error
present in a student turn for example lexical and grammatical error
happens in the same time in a student turn.
Even though the categorization does not distinguish error and
mistake, the terms in the analysis use error and mistake. By referring to
the work of Corder (1976), the deviant forms that are assumed as resulted
from the lack of knowledge, they are called error. However, the deviant
forms that are assumed as resulted from the failure in performing the
competence, they are called ‘mistake’.
2.1.6Choice of Corrector
In correcting students’ error, the teacher is often assigned to do the
correction. It relates to the role of teacher as controller and prompter
(Harmer, 2007). It means the teacher provides the corrected answer for
the student. In doing that, the teacher usually employs input providing oral
corrective feedback such as explicit correction and recast. These
strategies have benefits in terms of time economy. However, they have
weaknesses as to shorten the conversation since the correct answer is
directly provided (Maolida, 2012).
Even though the correction is often centered on the teacher, Hedge
(2000 in Sheen&Ellis, 2011) explains that teachers are often suggested to
give the opportunities for students to self-correct or invite other students to
do peer correction. In inviting self and peer correction, the teachers usually
employ output prompting corrective feedback. These strategies have
benefit in terms of its retrieval ability and capability in expanding
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conversation (Maolida, 2012). However, Sheen&Ellis (2011) remind that
there are a number of problems with self correction such as students’
preference of teacher’s correction, the students’ lack of the necessary
linguistic knowledge and ambiguous correction between linguistic and
communicative problem.
Another option is giving students the opportunities to correct other
learners’ erroneous utterances or what is called as ‘Peer correction’ (see
Sheen &Ellis, 2011; Lyster&Ranta, 1997; Ellis, 2009; Panova&Lyster,
2002). Even though it is commonly applied in writing class (Ellis&Sheen,
2011), it is also possible to be applied in oral production oriented activities.
When self and peer correction are successful, they will result in peer and
self repair. In the field of oral corrective feedback, self and peer repair are
often considered as the successful uptake(Tatawy, 2002) considering the
target of correction.
2.1.7The Time of Correction
On the subject of oral corrective feedback, there are two
alternatives of the timing of correction: immediate and delayed correction.
Immediate correction refers to on line CF and delayed correction refers to
off line CF (Sheen & Ellis, 2011). For on line CF, the feedback is provided
immediately after the existence of error or mistake. While for off line CF,
the feedback is delayed/withheld until the communicative event between
learner and teacher finish.
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The choice of immediate and delayed corrective feedback is often
related to the accuracy and fluency orientation (Sheen&Ellis, 2011). In this
case, immediate corrective feedback is usually preferred in activities that
have accuracy orientation. By applying immediate corrective feedback in
accuracy work, it is expected that the students are able to look at the error
in context. Meanwhile, delayed corrective feedback is usually preferred in
communicative activities that have fluency orientation. By doing delayed
corrective feedback, it is expected that the flow of communication is not
interrupted.
However, teachers do not always apply immediate corrective
feedback for accuracy work and delayed corrective feedback for fluency
work. In this case, Long (1996) claims that even in the communicative
activity, immediate corrective feedback is required so the students are able
to see something corrected in the context. Moreover, for some errors that
disturb the flow of communication, immediate corrective feedback can
function as clarification by negotiating the meaning. According to Long
(1996), this negotiation of meaning potentially leads to acquisition.
2.1.8 Oral Corrective Feedback
Many experts use different terms in explaining corrective feedback.
Some of the experts call it with correction, negative evidence and negative
feedback. In order to avoid some possible misunderstanding and
confusion related to corrective feedback definition, a brief review will be
presented. Correction feedback cannot be separated with the student’s
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error produced in the process of teaching and learning, including second
language. Chaudron (1988, p.150) defines correction as “any teacher
behavior following an error that minimally attempts to inform the learner of
the fact of error”. In responding to the students’ error, feedback can be
delivered explicitly or implicitly and may have metalinguistic information. It
is as what said by Lightbown and Spada (in Tatawy, 2002,p.1) who define
corrective feedback as “any indication to the learners that their use of the
target language is incorrect.”
Sometimes, the researchers use different terms to refer the same
thing. The terms corrective feedback, negative feedback and negative
evidence are sometimes used interchangeably. According to Ellis and
chang (2009:2), feedback is  categorized into two types which are positive
and negative . “ positive feedback affirms that learner reponse to an
activity is correct”, signaling the grammatical and acceptable language
form content within utterance or statement that the learner produce. It
usually functions as affective support to maintain or improve learner’s
motivation to learn. However, this positive feedback is considered as
ambiguous because it does not always signal the correctness. The second
type is negative feedback (Ellis, 2009), or in Long’s term negative
evidence (1996)-feedback that signals that an error has happened.
Intentionally, it is used to correct learner’s erroneous utterance. This
negative feedback, that is also called corrective feedback, receives
considerable attention from SLA researchers and language educators due
to the critical role it plays.
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Concerning feedback, Long (1996) has a more detailed concept of
feedback. Long wrote that positive and negative evidence contain implicit
and explicit information.which mean he categorizes feedback into positive
and negative evidence. Positive evidence refers to providing learners with
models of what grammatical and acceptable in the target language  in the
form of input and model while negative evidence refers to providing
learners with direct or indirect information about what is unacceptable.
Russel and Spada (2006:134) also define corrective feedback
comprehensively as “any feedback provided to a learner, from any source
that contains evidence of learners’ error of language form. It may be oral
or written, implicit or explicit.’ However, this study only focuses on oral
feedback in the interaction.
In conclusion corrective feedback described as the medium used by
teachers in order to correct the utterances or statements containing error
in language form which learners produce during second language
learning. We can divided corrective feedback into two kinds which are
positive feedback and negative feedback and categorized into two general
parts, which are explicit and implicit
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2.1.9 Types of Oral Corrective Feedback
There are several types of oral corrective feedback that is assumed
by some experts, one of them to Lyster and Ranta (1997). They identified
and categorized into seven types. Their both categorizations are almost
similar, except that Lyster and Ranta (1997) and Ellis paralinguistic
signalas  types of corrective feedback. In this case, this study adopts six
types of feedback types from Lyster&Ranta (1997) those are recast,
repetition, clarification request, explicit correction, elicitation, metalinguitsic
feedback and one feedback type from Ellis (2009) that is paralinguistic
signal. Further details of each category are elaborated as follow
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a. Recast
Recast is the feedback given by the teacher that provides the
correct form by reformulating all or part of the student’s utterance without
including the errors. Lyster and Ranta (1997,p.46) define recast as
‘teacher’s reformulation of all or part of a student’s utterance, minus the
error’. In this case, Ellis & Sheen (2006) provide a comprehensible
summary of various definitions of recast from different experts. The
summary is useful as a starting point in identifying which teacher’s
corrective feedback can be coded and categorized as recast.
According to Long (1996) recasts are utterances that rephrase a
child’s utterance by changing one or more components (subject, verb,
object) while still referring to its central meaning and in (2006). Long also
stated that recasts are a corrective recast may be defined as a
reformulation of all or part of a learner’s immediately preceding utterance
in which one or more non target like (lexical, grammatical, etc) items are
replaced by the corresponding target language form (s), and where,
throughout the exchange, the focus of the interlocutors is on meaning not
language as an object.  Similar with Long, Sheen (2006) define a recast
consists of the teacher’s reformulation of all or part of a student’s utterance
that contains at least one error within the context of communicative activity
in the classroom.




(Taken from Carpenter, et al, 2006)
L   : I went there two times.
T   : You’ve been. You’ve been there twice as agroup?
(Taken from Ellis, 2009)
The example above showed that the student’s utterance contains an error.
Realizing that error, the teacher responded it by reformulating the
student’s utterance in the correct one.
There is no general agreement among SLA practitioners regarding the
effectiveness of recasts due to their limitations. The interest in recasts is
due to the fact that they are of considerable theoretical interest  to SLA
researchers and also of pedagogical significance. Recast is defined and
perceived differently in terms of its effectiveness for language acquisition.
Many previous studies conclude that recast is less effective for acquisition
since recast is often perceived as affirmation to the erroneous utterance
(Lyster&Ranta, 1997). Learners who get corrective feedback in the form of
recast may not realize that there is something wrong in their utterance. In
this case, the function of corrective feedback as noticing tool does not
work. Furthermore, recast is also considered less successful in drawing
learner uptake since the learners do not notice what word or utterance
should be repaired and the corrector has provided the correct form.
On the theoretical front, recasts have served as a vehicle for
investigating the role of negative evidence in L2 learning Sheen (2008).
Recasts studies have been designed to test whether  learners need
negative feedback or just positive input for acquisition to take place Long
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(1998)in Sheen (2008). Long (1996) and Doughty (2001) in
Ellis&Sheen(2006) said that recast is ideal for two reason. First, it is
considered to be facilitative for cognitive process in comparing inter
language and target forms in a communicative context. Second, Long
(1996) in Sheen (2008) who considers recast as implicit feedback asserts
that recast is effective since its implicitness can work for acquisition by
combining a focus on form and meaning. He explains that recast can show
form function in the context of communicative flow of the interaction
without distracting it.
On the pedagogical front, teacher have been observed to use
recasts as a nonthreatening corrective feedback on students’ errors that
prove recasts is important. Recasts have been shown to be the most
frequently occuring type of feedback in a variety  of instructional settings in
different countries  Lyster (2007) in Sheen (2008). The frequency of
recasts that occurs in classroom show the advantage of recasts to
language teachers to know whether and under what conditions the
facilitate acquisition.
The difference lies not only on the perspectives of effectiveness, but
also on categorizing recast into implicit or explicit type of oral corrective
feedback and whether it provides positive or negative evidence.
Responding to the differences on explicitness and implicitness of recast,
Ellis & Sheen (2006, p.585) state:
Recast cannot be viewed as a purely implicit form of negative
feedback. In many cases, their illocutionary force as corrections is quite
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transparent and, therefore, they should be seen as a relatively explicit form
of negative feedback. Again, what is important is to resist theorizing about
recasts as if they are homogeneous and monolithic and, instead, to
acknowledge the diversity of their form and function and of learners’
responses to them. (Ellis& Sheen, 2006, p.585)
After reading some sources on recast, the researcher puts recast in
a continuum between explicit and implicit. The explicitness and
implicitness are influenced by the context, teacher’s target on message or
language use, teacher’s specific emphasis (word, intonation, etc) and
learners’ response in the form of uptake.
Regarding the question whether recast provides positive or
negative evidence, Ellis&Sheen (2006) argue that it depends on the
characteristics of recast. In this case, recast can provide positive evidence
if the learners do not recognize the correction and provides negative
evidence if the learners recognize the correction force.  Therefore, in a
subsequent work, Sheen&Ellis (2011) differentiate between
communicative recast and didactic recast.
b. Repetition
Repetition is the feedback in which the teacher repeats the ill
formed part of the student’s utterance, usually with a change in intonation.
Lyster&Ranta (1997, p.48) define repetition as “the teacher’s repetition, in
isolation, of the student’s erroneous utterance.” Lyster and Ranta use the
term ‘in isolation’ since several other types of feedback also possibly
include repetition in their application such as explicit correction,
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metalingusitic correction, and clarification request. The difference is that
the repetition does not include any other information except repetition of
the erroneous utterance that is sometimes highlighted by the increasing
teacher’s intonation. The example is shown by the excerpt below:
L: I will showed you.T: I will SHOWED you.L: I’ll show you.
(Taken from Ellis, 2009)
Repetition is categorized as output prompting (Ellis, 2009;
Sheen&Ellis, 2011) since repetition is able to stimulate learners’ output. In
triggering learner uptake, corrective feedback that is included in prompts is
suggested to use in classroom interaction since it is considered as
effective way of eliciting learner uptake (Lyster&Ranta, 1997;
Panova&Lyster, 2002;Surraka, 2007;Taipale, 2012).
c. Clarification Request.
Clarification request refers to teacher’s feedback that “indicates to
students either that their utterance has been misunderstood by the teacher
or that the utterance is ill-formed in some way and that a repetition or a
reformulation is required” (Lyster&Ranta, 1997, p.47). Lyster and Ranta
explain that clarification request can be used to address accuracy and
comprehensibility problems. Furthermore, they give example of several
utterances that can be used to employ clarification request such as
“Pardon me?” and “What do you mean by X?” An example of clarification
request is shown below:
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L: What do you spend
with
L : your wife?
T : What?
(Taken from Ellis, 2009)
In the excerpt above, the teacher clarified the learner’s utterance
simply by asking “what?” The learner soon realized that the there was
something wrong with her pronunciation and tried to fix the mistake even
though her uptake still contained a partial error.
Clarification request can be categorized as output prompting (Ellis,
2009; Sheen&Ellis, 2011) since it has ability to elicit output from learners.
The benefit of using clarification request as an output prompting is
emphasized by Ellis (2009)who states that prompts clearly serve a
valuable purpose to help learners restructure their existing knowledge.
d. Explicit Correction
Explicit correction is defined as “the explicit provision of the correct
form”(Lyster&Ranta, 1997, p.46). Lyster and Ranta assert that by
employing explicit strategy, the teacher can indicate that what the student
said is incorrect, as shown by the excerpt:
L : On May.
L: On May.T: Not on May, In May. We say, “It will start in May.”
(Taken from Ellis, 2009)
In the excerpt above, a student (L) miss used in preposition.
Responding to it, the teacher clearly indicated that the student’s utterance
was incorrect and directly provided the correct one. After that, the teacher
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went on with a topic continuation without giving the student an opportunity
to respond to the feedback with an uptake. This type of oral corrective
feedback is categorized into input providing feedback (Ellis, 2009; Sheen&
Ellis, 2011) since the teacher as corrector provides the input for the
students.
Regarding the effectiveness of explicit correction for learner’s learning
and acquisition, Ellis and Swain (in Ellis& Sheen, 2006) assert that raising
learners’ consciousness by means of explicit techniques can contribute
either directly or indirectly to interlanguage development. Even, Ellis
&Sheen (2006) state that the explicit technique can be more effective than
implicit techniques such as recast that has the danger of ambiguity since
implicit technique can be perceived not as corrective in purpose in the
development of learners’ competence. In line with the statement, Emilia
(2010) asserts that learning occurs more effectively if teachers are explicit
about what is expected of students. In this case, explicit correction fulfills
one of explicit instruction elements of using clear, concise, unambiguous
wording and terminology to reduce possible confusion (Archer and
Hughes, 2011).
However, some researchers such as Long (1996) argues that
explicit type of correction does not assist form-function mapping in
communicative context since it regards language as an object. Long also
asserts that explicit type of correction can interrupt the flow of
communication. Therefore, Long (1996) considers explicit correction is
unable to promote acquisition. Responding to the claim that explicit
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correction cannot promote acquisition, Ellis&Sheen (2006) argue that
explicit feedback might be considered of useless for acquisition if it is
empirically proved that it only contributes to explicit knowledge but not
implicit knowledge. As a matter of fact, they assert that strong arguments
have been advanced for claiming that learners’ explicit knowledge assists
the development of implicit knowledge.
e. Elicitation
Elicitation refers to teacher’s techniques “to directly elicit the correct
form from the students“ (Lyster&Ranta, 1997, p.48). Lyster and Ranta list
three techniques that can be used to employ elicitation. First, the teacher
allows learners to complete the utterance, similar in ‘fill in the blank’
activity. Second, the teacher uses questions to elicit correct form such as
“How do you say x in English?”Third, the teacher asks learners to
reformulate their utterance. The example of elicitation as one of feedback
strategies is shown in the excerpt below:
L: I’ll come if it will not rain.
T: I’ll come if it ……?
(Taken from Ellis, 2009)
The excerpt shows that the teacher tried to elicit learners’ correct
answer by employing ‘fill in the blank in trying to lead the students to make
repair.
Regarding its effectiveness in encouraging learners’ uptake, several
studies conducted by Lyster&Ranta (1997), Panova&Lyster (2002),
Surakka (2007) and Taipale (2012) show that elicitation technique is the
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most successful technique to elicit learners’ generated repairs comparing
to other techniques such as metalinguistic, clarification request and
repetition. This type of corrective feedback can be categorized as output
prompting (Ellis, 2009; Sheen&Ellis, 2011) due to its ability to elicit output
from learners.
f. Metalinguistic Feedback
Metalinguistic feedback refers to teacher’s feedback that “contains
either comments, information, or questions related to the well-formedness
of the student’s utterance, without explicitly providing the correct
form”(Lyster&Ranta, 1997, p.47). In employing this type of corrective
feedback, the teacher usually indicates that there is an error and gives the
clue or information, without stating the correct form. Lyster and Ranta
(1997) give several examples of utterances that can be utilized to indicate
error such as “Can you find your error?” and “It’s masculine.” An example
of Metalinguistic feedback can be seen in the excerpt below:
S : She without. (Error – grammatical)
T : without… what is the verb?(Feedback – metalinguistic)
(Taken from Suzuki, 2004)
The excerpt shows that the teacher responded to the student’s
mistake by informing the student with the nature of  grammatical error. The
student noticed that there was something wrong with her answer and
directly corrected it.
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Regarding its category, metalinguistic feedback is classified as
explicit and output prompting feedback (Ellis, 2009; Sheen &Ellis, 2011)
due to its ability to explicitly let the learners know that there is an error and
its ability to prompt learner uptake. Several studies have been conducted
to look at the effectiveness of metalinguistic feedback on students’
language competence. In a quasi experimental study, Rezaei &
Derakhshan (2011) show that metalinguistic feedback is more effective
than recast in improving students’ mastery on conditional grammatical
structure. Another study from Rassaei and Moinzadeh (2011) agree that
metalinguistic feedback is more effective than recast for students to
comprehend English WH question forms, especially in immediate test.
g. Paralinguistic signal
Paralinguistic signal occurs when the corrector uses a gesture or
facial expression to indicate that the learner has made an error or give the
clue of the correct answer (Ellis, 2009). An example of paralinguistic signal
is shown below.
L: Yesterday I go cinema.
T: (gestures with right forefinger over left shoulder to indicate past)
(Taken from Ellis, 2009)
The excerpt shows that the teacher employed paralinguistic
feedback to the student’s lexical error by giving a non verbal signal to elicit
the correct answer. Regarding the category of feedback, paralinguistic
signal is categorized into explicit and output prompting feedback
(Sheen&Ellis, 2011; Ellis, 2009). The reason of adding this type of
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corrective feedback is the researcher’s assumption that the teacher in a
young learner classroom tends to utilize gesture, facial expression, and
voice to give the learners clue, including in correction episode.
h. Translation
Translation was initially considered as a subcategory of recast
(Lyster & Ranta, 1997), but what distinguishes it from recast is that the
former is generated in response to a learner's ill-formed utterance in the
target language while the latter is generated in response to a learner's
well-formed utterance in a language other than the target language. What
translation and recast have in common is that they both lack overt
indicators that an error has been produced. This shared feature places
both toward the implicit end of the corrective feedback spectrum, though
the degree to which translations are communicatively obtrusive can also
vary. Translations also have another feature in common with recast as well
as explicit error correction that is they all contain the target-like
reformulation of the learner's error and thus provide the learner with
positive evidence.
Oral corrective feedback is also categorized differently by various
experts, even though they often refer to the similar strategy. Referring to
the categorizations , this study only covers pedagogic feedback by giving




The term ‘uptake’ is borrowed from Austin’s speech act theory
(1962, in Lyster&Ranta, 1997) and used by Lyster and Ranta (1997) to
look at the illocutionary force of corrective feedback and learners’ possible
responses to corrective feedback. In their study of corrective feedback and
uptake, Lyster&Ranta (1997, p.48) define uptake as “a student utterance
that immediately follows the teacher’s feedback and that constitutes a
reaction in some way to the teacher’s intention to draw attention to some
aspect of the student’s initial utterance.”  This definition is also used in this
study.
Regarding the significance of uptake, Tatawy (2002) states that the
effectiveness of different types of feedback is determined by whether or
not a technique results in uptake, especially when it results in successful
repair. Uptake is also regarded as proof for learners noticing and
incorporation of feedback (Egi, 2010 in Choi&Li, 2012; Lyster&Ranta,
1997) and representation of Swain’s ‘pushed output’ concept (Choi&Li,
2012). In addition, uptake can be viewed as a kind of contextualized
practice (Sheen&Ellis, 2006).
In addition, Mackey et al (2002, in Sheen, 2004) affirm that learner
uptake serves as evidence that learners have understood the corrective
nature of the interlocutor’s move and that uptake may help learners notice
the gap between the target form and an interlanguage form. Furthermore,
Ohta (in Tatawy,2002) asserts that uptake is immediate evidence of
development and it may also become evident later in the course of L2
development. Therefore, several researchers use uptake to be one of
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major measures of the effectiveness of corrective feedback such as Lyster
and Ranta (1997), Panova and Lyster (2002), and Sheen (2004).
Even though researchers agree that uptake with repair gives
evidence that learners have noticed the gap between their interlanguage
and target forms and are able to adjust their utterances, uptake cannot be
used as evidence of acquisition (Ellis&Sheen,2006).In this case, Lyster
and Ranta (1997) state that second language (L2) learning involves a
complex process so it is naïve when we merely put learner’s immediate
learning as an indicative factor of L2 learning and inter language
development. Even though uptake is not considered as an instance of
learning and acquisition, many authors speculate that certain types of
uptake (i.e., those including learner-generated repair) are likely to benefit
the development of language accuracy”(Panova&Lyster, 2002).In other
words, uptake is facilitative for acquisition (Ellis et al, 2001 in
Samar&Shayestefar, 2009).
Those various opinions on the significance of uptake make it worthy
to investigate the ways learners respond and negotiate in classroom
interaction to modify and adjust their erroneous utterances under the
influence of teacher’s different oral corrective feedback. Previously, the
effect of corrective feedback on learner uptake has been discussed by a
number of studies (see Lyster&Ranta, 1997; Choi&Li, 2012;
Panova&Lyster, 2002; Nabei, 2005; Surakka, 2007; Sheen, 2004; Taipale,
2012).  Regarding the effects of corrective feedback on uptake, the result
of the studies is dominated by the fact that several types of oral corrective
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feedback tend to lead to learner uptake while the other do not. Elicitation,
clarification request, metalinguistic feedback, and repetition are shown to
be good precursors to uptake and recast is the least type of feedback that
results in uptake (Lyster&Ranta, 1997). This result is confirmed by
Panova&Lyster (2002) who conducted another similar study in different
context of adult classroom. In the same vein of study, several researchers
reveal the similar result that output prompting feedbacks tend to be
successful in encouraging learner uptake while input providing feedback
such as recast results in fairly low levels of repair (Surakka, 2007; Taipale,
2012).However, Sheen&Ellis (2006) argue that the result cannot be used
as an argument against the acquisitional potential of recasts.
Conducting a study on corrective feedback and learner uptake
across four communicative classrooms, Sheen (2004) reveals that uptake
and repair tend to appear more frequently in contexts where language is
oriented as an object than in contexts where the teachers concerned more
with content. It is because in classrooms where a strong focus on
message content is oriented, students are not provided with sufficient time
to uptake teacher’s corrective feedback. The teacher, for example, prefers
to continue the topic. Sheen’s analysis is useful to make the researchers
and teachers aware that the extent to which uptake with repair occurs is
largely influenced by instructional or social context of the interaction.
2.1.11 Types of Uptake
Lyster and Ranta (1997)divide learner uptake into repair and needs
repair. The uptake is categorized as repair if the uptake successfully
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repairs the initial error that receives feedback. The uptake is categorized
as need repair if the uptake has not successfully repaired the initial error
that receives feedback which means still needs repair. If there is no
uptake, it means there is topic continuation that can be initiated by the
teacher or student (s). The following is the elaboration of uptake types.
a. Repair
Repair includes four types of responses: repetition, incorporation,
self repair and peer-repair. Among those types of repair, self and peer
repair are often categorized as learner generated repair (Lyster&Ranta,
1997). Besides, self and peer-repairs are considered as more significant
comparing to repetition and incorporation since self and peer-repairs can
be used as  indicators of the success of correction while repetition and
incorporation cannot be used as  indicators that the learners understand
what they say since they only repeat the teacher’s correction.
b. Repetition
Repetition occurs when the learner correctly repeats the teacher’s
reformulated error. The following excerpt is an example of learner’s
repetition in a corrective feedback episode:
S: You should go see doctor. (Error – grammatical)
T: The doctor. (Feedback – recast)
S: The doctor. (Repair – repetition)
(Taken from Suzuki, 2004)
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In the excerpt, the student did grammatically error in using article. Then,
the teacher gave explicit correction of the correct way of the using of
article “the”. Finally, the learner repaired his utterance by repeating the
teacher’s word.
c. Incorporation
Incorporation occurs when the learner repeats teacher’s modification of
error, then he/she incorporates it to a longer sentence. The following
excerpt is an example of learner’s incorporation in a corrective feedback
episode.
d. Self Repair
Self-repair occurs when the learner responds teacher’s feedback by doing
self-correction. The following excerpt is an example of learner’s self-repair
in a corrective feedback episode:
S: Do the parents time to do so (Error – grammatical)
T: What? (Feedback – clarification)
S: Do the parents… pare, parents time, do the parents have
time to do so? (Repair – self repair)
(Taken from Suzuki, 2004)
e. Peer repair
It happens when the correction generates somebody else, other than the
student who makes error, to repair the error. The following excerpt is an
example of peer-repair in a corrective feedback episode:
S1: There is poor (Error – phonological)
T: Sorry? (Feedback – clarification)
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S2: Pool. (Repair – peer repair)
(Taken from Suzuki 2004)
f. Need repair
Need repair includes acknowledgement, same error, different error, partial
error and hesitation. All types of need repair are intended to respond to
teacher’s feedback even though it still needs repair.
g. Acknowledgement
Acknowledgement occurs when the learner responds to the
teacher’s feedback only with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The following excerpt is an
example of learner’s acknowledgement in a corrective feedback episode:
S: Two people go out, and pay for one people price… I don’t
know (Error – grammatical)
T: Exactly. That’s exactly what you said. Two people go out and
pay for one person. (Feedback –recast)
S: Yeah. (Needs repair – acknowledgement)
(Taken from Suzuki, 2004)
In the excerpt, B made multiple errors such as grammatical and
translation errors. As feedback, the teacher employed recast to
reformulate the learner’s erroneous utterance. Responding to this, the
learner only said “yes” as if to say “Yes, that is indeed what I meant to say
(but you’ve just said it much better)“(Calve, 1992 in Lyster&Ranta, 1997).
In other words, the learner used “yes” as a way to acknowledge that she




Same error occurs when learner repeats the error s/he makes in response
to the teacher’s feedback. The following excerpt is an example of learner’s
same error in a corrective feedback episode:
S: Take one [kuri] (Error – phonological)
T: Take one what?(Feedback – clarification)
S: [kuri]. [kuri]. (Needs repair – same error)
(Taken from Suzuki, 2004)
In the excerpt, a student  made a phonological error. Then, the teacher
applied clarification request that resulted in partial error. Responding to
this, the teacher asked the student to reformulate the pronunciation but it
seems the student misunderstood the teacher’s illocution and she
repeated the same error.
i. Different error
Different error occurs when learner responds to teacher’s feedback by
producing different error from the initial error. The following excerpt is an
example of learner’s different error in a corrective feedback episode:
S1: Take it from [poket] (Error – phonological)
T: Pocket?(Feedback – repetition)
S1: Not pocket, uh, [bok] (Needs repair – different error)
S2: bottom.
S1: Yeah bottom.
(Taken from Suzuki, 2004)
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j. Hesitation
It occurs when learner hesitates in responding to teacher’s feedback. The
following excerpt is an example of learner’s hesitation in a corrective
feedback episode:
S: are they going to live ?
T: where are they going to live ?
S: where will eeee ..??
(Taken from Risma, 2018)
In the excerpt, student hesitated about what are teacher going to correct.
k. Partial error
It occurs when learner corrects soma parts of the errors following teacher’s
feedback. The following excerpt is an example of learner’s partial error in a
corrective feedback episode:
S: When I don’t understand what garden [kuden] is in Japan,
(Error – phonological)
T: [kuden]?(Feedback – repetition)
S: [guden]?(Needs repair – partial repair)
(Taken from Suzuki, 2004)
In the excerpt, the student made phonological mistakes. Then, the teacher
gave a clarification request. As a result, the student tried to correct her
pronunciation but she only correctly some parts of the word.
l. Off target
Off target refers to “uptake that is clearly in response to the teacher’s
feedback turn but that circumvents the teacher’s linguistic focus altogether,
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without including any further errors” (Lyster&Ranta, 1997,p. 50). The
following is the example of off target:
S: Many shops are downtown.
(Error – grammatical)
T: Sorry? (Feedback –
clarification)
S: Downtown, many shops and places everywhere, a lot of
people (Needs repair – off target)
(Taken from, Suzuki, 2004)
However, Lyster&Ranta do not provide any example of off target. This
study also does not identify any off target in the learners’ responses to the
teacher’s feedback.
m. Topic continuation
Even though topic continuation is not a specific type of uptake, it is
important to discuss since it is inseparable from the term ‘uptake’. In this
case, teacher’s oral corrective feedback is responded by uptake or topic
continuation. In other words, if there is no uptake, then there is topic
continuation. Topic continuation can be initiated either by teacher or
learner.
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2.2 Review of Related Study
Since there are some arguments related to the needs of corrective
feedback in L2 teaching and learning process in the classroom, there are
many studies undertaken in this field. In this session, the researcher
presents some studies that relates to this study. The first research was
done by Maolida (2013). This thesis entitled “Oral Corrective Feedback
and Learners Uptake in a Young Learner Classroom (Case Study). This
study was conducted in a young learner EFL classroom using audio and
video recording and stimulated recall interview. This study reports various
types of oral corrective feedback used by a teacher and their distribution
following the different types of oral corrective feedback. There are three
motives that led the teacher’s choice in giving oral corrective feedback;
the teacher’s perception of the benefit of correction in language learning,
teacher’s professional concern and intention to avoid fossilization. This
qualitative research also concluded that there is an influence between the
teacher’s oral corrective feedback and the learner’s uptake. A certain type
of oral corrective feedback used by the teacher influence the types of
learner uptake. This study found that output prompting feedback
strategies are more successful than input providing feedback strategies in
encouraging learner uptake and generated repair.
In line with the first study above, Pandu (2014) investigated oral
corective feedback for students of different proficiency. This study was
carried out using qualitative case study in the first year students in a
polythechnique in Bandung with different student’s proficiency levels. The
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English teacher and the students were observed in three meetings to
records the oral corrective feedback and learner’s uptake happened
during the classroom interaction. To find the teacher’s opinion on
corrective feedback and the student’s attitude toward the teacher’s oral
corrective feedback, a semi structure interview was chosen. This study
found that oral corrective feedback can be used in a classroom with
students of multilevels abilities with one enabling condition. It also found
that researcher tends to give corrective feedback as spontaneous
correction. Moreover, each type of corrective feedback leads to different
effect on the learner’s uptake in each level. Corrective feedback providing
corrected form works better with the lower and middle students and
corrective feedback prompting students to do self-repair is beneficial for
middle and higher-level students. In addition, some lower level students
also discourage by the correction. In this case, the teacher plays a key
role in the implementation of oral corrective feedback which should be
delivered in a positive way by considering well which types of error
needed to be corrected and how to correct it.
Beside the analysis of the corrective feedback used by the teacher
and the learner’s uptake, there are also some studies investigated the
impact of the corrective feedback as done by Purnawarman (2011).  This
study analized the impact of teacher corrective feedback on ESL/EFL
students’ writing entitled “Impacts of Different Types of Teacher’s
Corrective Feedback in Reducing Grammatical Errors on ESL/EFL
Students’ Writing”. This experimental study employing four feedback
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strategies (indirect feedback, direct feedback, indirect feedback followed
by direct feedback with explicit corrective comments, and no feedback on
EFL-freshman university students found that there was a long-term effect
of teacher corrective feedback on the students’ new essay.
According to the previous study explained above, it can be inferred
that corrective feedback needs to be noticed and considered by the
teacher during the teaching and learning process. The teacher should pay
attention to the feedback given to the students where it gives some effect
in the learning process. The wrong corrective feedback could lead bad
effect to the learner’s, as stated by Pandu (2014) on his thesis that some
students discourage by the corrective feedback. Therefore, a good
understanding about the corrective feedback including oral corrective
feedback needs to be aware by the teacher. The teachers are expected to
be wise in deciding what student’s error should be corrected and how it
should be corrected.  Based on this fact, the researcher is interested in
investigating the oral corrective feedback and learners’ uptake in Senior
High School classroom.
Although this research is investigating the simillar topic with the
previous researches above, there are some differences related to the
some contexts. Firstly, this research will be conducted in different
students’ level  from the previous one. This research will be applied at the
third grade of senior high school students which is different level from the
three previous researches. The chosen of third grade students is founded
on the researcher believe that the students have already a good English
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ability to understand and follow the English teacher’s oral corrective
feedback. In addition, the researcher will also investigates the distribution
of the oral corrective feedback and learners’ uptake in the classroom
interaction. This study is not discussed about the result of corrective
feedback toward the some specific learner’s ability or score in English.
This study will explain more how the teacher correct students’ error orally





The design of this research was a descriptive quantitative
research. A quantitative approach is appropriate to be employed by this
research since this study took transcript of lesson to find the use of oral
corrective feedback and learner uptake in classroom activity. To make a
clear description, some quantitative data was measured together with the
number, percentage, and distribution of oral corrective feedback and
learner uptake in classroom activity.
Tracy (2012) states that quantitative research methods are primarily
concerned with gathering and working with data that is structured and can
be represented numerically. Quantitative data are typically gathered when
a positivist epistemological approach is taken and data is collected that
can be statistically analysed.
Furthermore, Brumfit and Mitchell ( 1993 ) state that descriptive
research will aim at providing as accurate an account as possible of what
current practice is: how do learners do learn, how teacher do teach, what
classroom do look like, at particular moment in a particular place. This
research collected the data through observation and then comes up with




This study was conducted in March – April of 2016. Co-researcher
helped the researcher to collect the data and give field note.Researcher
observed each class for one meeting. One meeting length was 90
minutes.
3.3Subject of the research
The subject of the research were the entire English teachers and
the students  at the second grade of SMA 5 Bengkulu in academic year of
2015/2016. There were two English teachers taught in the second grade.
The classes are seven classes consist of science and social classes.SMA
5 Bengkulu is chosen as it is one of the best senior high school in
Bengkulu facilitated with a good teaching and learning facilities. Moreover,
the students are also believed having a good ability in English since this
school requires placement test to get the proficiency level of the
students.That proved by SMA 5 Bengkulu occupied the first ranked in
Bengkulu province based on UNBK English average score 2015/2016
academic year. SMAN 5 Bengkulu apply 2013 curriculum which use
scientific approach as a method where scientific approach force teacher
and students to be active in classroom learning.
This research was done in two times meetings classroom
observation. The observation was conducted in seven different classes
taught by the same or different teacher to gain more varied and reliable
result to be analyzed.
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3.4Instruments
The instrument was oral corrective feedback and learners’ uptake
checklist. In order to devide the data into categories. Researcher needed
checklist which contained of Lyster and Ranta types of oral corrective
feedback strategies and also learner uptake by Ellis. In order to gain the
data related to oral corrective feedback and learner uptake after recording
section, checklist is proposed by Ellis (2009), Lyster and Ranta (2007)
which consist of seven types of oral corrective feedback and two kind of
learner uptake.
This research was conducted by using video recording to collect the
data. Video recording provides objective data to identifiying the interaction
between teacher and students. In this qualitative research, the researcher
role as a observer. The observer didn’t have to explain about oral
corrective feedback and learner uptake to the teacher or students. The
researcher was recorded two times in each class. The checklist was in
following table.







R EC EL MC CR RP TR PS RP IN SR PR AC SE DE OT HE PR TC NU
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Noted:
Oral Corrective Feedback Learners’ Uptake
R = Recast
EC = Explicit Correction
EL = Elicitation
MC = Metalinguistic Feedback
CR = Clarification Request
RP = Repetition
TR = Translation
PS = Paralinguistic Signal
RP = Repetition
IN = Incorporation
SR = Self Repair
PR = Peer Repair
AC = Acknowledgement
SE = Same Error
DE = Different Error
OT = Off Target
HE = Hesitation
PR = Partial Repair
TC      = Topic Continuation
NU      = No Uptake
3.5Data Collection Technique
The data was collected through recording and observation. The
researcher observed by identifying the interaction between english teacher
and the students in the classroom. The data was collected by following
some steps.
1. Data collection was took once  for each classes. The researcher
research in second grade that include seven classes.
2. The interaction between students and teacher in english
classroom recorded by using video recording. The use of video
recording was not hidden. It purposed to avoid unclear view or
voice.
3. During the classroom observation, the researcher was filled the
observation sheet which prepared before. The observation sheet
was developed based on types of oral corrective feedback
strategies and types of learner uptake.
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4. After the data have being record. The data were transcribed into
trancription.
5. The transcription were codded into checklist instrument.
3.6Research procedure
As the research procedures, the research was conducted based on
the schedule (see appendix 1). The research procedures were explain
below :
1. Week 1
In week 1, The researcher recordedlearning activities through video
recording in XI IPS 1 at Thursday, March 18th and XI IPS 2 at Friday,
March 19th.
2. Week 2
The researcher recordedlearning activities in XI IPA 2 at Tuesday,
march 22nd and XI IPA 5 at Tuesday, March 22nd.
3. Week 3
The researcher recorded learning activities in XI IPA 1 at Tuesday,
march 29th
4. Week 4
The researcher recorded learning activities in XI IPA 3 and XI IPA 4
Thursday, april 7th.
3.7Data Analysis
The data of this research was analyzed in some steps; analyzed
and calculated the checklist, transcribed the video recording, decoded
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and analyze the whole data.  The procedure of analysis the data
explained as follows:
1. Cross checking the strategies in the checklist with the data in the field
note and the recording.
2. The process of analysis started from the transcribing the data gain
through video recording. The transcription will focus on oral
production. Lesson opening and closing is also include in transcription
since on the opening and closing the teacher give the opportunity for
the students to speak up. The strategy of transcribing video recording
was adapted from Ellis’ transcription system (In Nunan and Bailey,
2009) below:
a. Teacher and students are designated by initials.
T=Teacher, S=students, Ss=more than one students
b. Pause is indicated in parentheses with one or more
periods. For instance (.) indicates pause of second or
shorter.
c. XXX is used to indicate speech that could not be
deciphered.
d. Phonetic transcription is used when the students’
pronunciation is markedly different from the teacher’s
pronunciation.
e. ........indicates an incomplete utterance.
f. Italics is used to distinguished L1and L2 utterance
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4. Identifying and classifying the data based on the types of oral corrective
feedback proposed by Lyster and Ranta (1997) and Ellis (2009 and
types of learner uptake by Lyster and Ranta (1997)
5. Analyze and calculate the data of oral corrective feedback given by the
teacher and learners’ uptake during the interaction in the classroom
from the checklist and recording.
6. Comparing and Finding the result of oral corrective feedback and
learners’ uptake in the classroom interaction with co-researcher.
7. In calculating the data into percentage, the formula from Hatch and
Lazaration (1991:136) is used. The formula is as follows:




F = Number of instrumental response
N = Total number of response
8. Interpreting the data to answer the research questions. This research
has three questions related to the oral corrective feedback applied by
the teacher, learners’ uptake and the distribution of the oral corrective
feedback from teacher to the learners and learners’ uptake to the
teacher. By classifying and analyzing the data gained from checklist, it
will answer the first and the second question. In this phase, the
researcher will calculate and distribute the data into types of oral
corrective feedback and learner’s uptake from Ellis. The more
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explanation and example of the oral corrective feedback and learners’
uptake found on the research will be explored too. The last question will
be answered by interpreting the whole data and comparing with the
relevant theories and previous study to the relation of oral corrective
feedback and learner uptake both oral corrective feedback from the
teacher to the learners and the learner uptake to the teacher.
3.8Data Validation Technique
This research was conducted as a descriptive research. The
validation data was needed in this research. The kappa statistic is
frequently used to test inter rater reliability. The importance of rater
reliability lies in the fact that it represents the extent to which the data
collected in the study are correct representations of the variables
measured. Measurement of the extent to which data collectors (raters)
assign the same score to the same variable is called interrater reliability.
While there have been a variety of methods to measure interrater
reliability, traditionally it was measured as percent agreement, calculated
as the number of agreement scores divided by the total number of scores.
The level of agreement of this research was strong with percentage data





This chapter is divided into two parts; the first part presents the
results of the study, the second part discusses the research findings.
4.1.1 Types of Oral Corrective Feedback
In analyzing the types of corrective feedback used by the
English teachers, the researcher used the theory from Panova and
Lyster (2002) who divided oral corrective feedback into eight types,
namely; recast, repetition, clarification request, explicit correction,
elicitation, metalinguistic feedback, translation, and paralinguistic
signal. There are seven classes which were used as the object of this
research. The types of oral corrective feedback which is used by
English teachers in teaching English for class A were displayed in
table 4.
Table 4. Types of Oral Corrective Feedback
No Types of Oral Corrective
Feedback
F (%)
1 Recast 11 (9,40)
2 Explicit Correction 17 (14,53)
3 Elicitation 22 (18,80)
4 Metalinguistic Feedback 16 (13,67)
5 Clarification request 24 (20,51)
6 Repetition 21 (17,94)
7 Translation 6 (5,12)




Table 4 shows that there were 117 corrective feedbacks done by
teachers in English classroom which included into seven types,
clarification request (20,51%), elicitation (18,80%), repetition (17,94%),
explicit correction (14,53%), and metalinguistic feedback (15,84%),
Moreover other types of corrective feedback were less than 10%. To see a
more detail difference among the three dominant types of the oral
corrective feedback, look at the following chart.
Chart 1. Types of Oral Corrective Feedback used by English Teachers
Chart 1 showed that clarification request was the dominant type of
corrective feedback used by English teachers in teaching English for
senior high school at SMAN 5 Kota Bengkulu. There were 24 feedbacks
were indicated to clarification request type. The next type mostly used was
elicitation with total 22 feedbacks, then repetition feedback with total 21
feedbacks. Thus, the total oral corrective feedbacks used by English












The excerpt of each type of feedback can be seen in the description
below.
a. Elicitation
Elicitation is oral corrective feedback type which prompts the
student to self-repair. In teaching and learning process, elicitation was
used by the teachers to correct the studens when they answered the
teacher’s question. In employing elicitation corrective feedback, the
teacher applied three strategies. The first strategy was eliciting the
completion from students by pausing to let the learners. The second
strategy of elicitation employed by the teacher was asking an open
question to elicit the correct form. In this case, the teacher asked the
student to translate the specific items. The third strategy of elicitation
employed by the teacher was giving choice.
Excerpt 1
S: where is Marry staying?
T: ya, where is Marry li.......
(Class B, Rec. 002)
The teacher corrected the student's error in saying the word
"staying" which the correct one was "living". The teacher did not tell the
correct form of the word, but she asked another student to correct the
errors. In this case, the teacher elicitated the correction words and asked




T: misal miss bilang gini (for example I said) I have five
fingers. I take one finger. This finger is....
(Class C, Rec. 001)
Excerpt 3
S : Perkembangan ..... (development)
T : perkembangan dari.... (development from...)
(Class A, Rec. 005)
Excerpt 2 and 3 showed that the teachers asked the students to
repair their answer by themselves. Excerpt 2 and 3 also showed that the
teachers gave corrective feedback by giving then uncomplete answer.
b. Recast
Recast is the feedback given by the teacher that provides the
correct form by reformulating all or part of the student’s utterance without
including the errors. The teacher employed various recast strategies to
correct learners’ erroneous utterances. First,the teacher reformulated the
ill-formed and implicitly infused the reformulation in the conversation. This
type of recast is categorized as conversational recast and classified into
input providing feedback. In this case, the teacherseems to try to give a
corrected answer without disturbing the flow of communication. In
employing recast, the teacher admits that she “sometimes did not
intentionally apply that.” It means the teacher sometimes did not intend to
do correction with this type of corrective feedback. The teacher’s
confession rationalizes why the teacher went directly with topic
continuation after giving recast. However, the teacher also acknowledges
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that she sometimes intentionally applied conversation recast in two
conditions.
Excerpt 4
S: It’s a hero (hiro)
T: Ya, Hero, Ok. What else?
(Class A, Rec.001)
Excerpt 4 showed that the student did misspelling in saying the
word "hero", then the teacher repaired it by saying "hero" incorrect
spelling. This feedback was identified as recast type since the teacher
reformulating the word "hero" incorrect spelling.
Excerpt 5
S: people
T: Ya, story of people. what else?
(Class A, Rec.001)
Excerpt 5 revealed that the teacher corrected the students’ answer
clearly.
Excerpt 6
S: Elementary School (misspelling)
T: Ya, ok. Elementary school.
(Class A, Rec.003)
Excerpt 6 showed that the teacher corrected the students’ answer
which is not correct in spelling the word “elementary”.
c. Metalinguistic Feedback
Metalinguistic Feedback is the feedback which is either comments,
information, or questions on the form needed but without providing the
correct form to the student.
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Excerpt 7
S : kemungkinan (possibility)
T : ya, kemungkinan. Yang menyatakan kemungkinan. Apa
yang artinya mungkin? ((ya, possibility which states
possibility. What is the meaning of posible?)
(Class C, Rec. 003)
When the teacher asked the students about one of example modal
verb, the student answer in Indonesian (L1), then the teacher asked the
student to find out the meaning of the word “kemungkinan” in English. That
was called metalinguistic feedback.
Excerpt 8
S: Yes Mam, Waktu SD (when in elementary school)
T: SD? What do we call SD in English?
(Class A, Rec. 003)
In Excerpt 8, the teacher asked what is the meaning of the word SD
in English to the students.
Excerpt 9
S : ya, mam, ... nascent..eeee?
T: apa nascent? (what nascent?)
(Class A, Rec. 005)
In Excerpt 9, the teacher asked what is the meaning of the word
nascent in English to the students. Metalinguistic feedback was used to
bring the students to a ‘more difficult stage’. In this case, the teacher
admitted that she was not really sure whether the information on the
nature of error that she gave could successfully draw the young learners’
correct answer. In this case, the teacher tried to try out something that was
considered more difficult but might be reachable.
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d. Clarification Request
Clarification request refers to teacher’s feedback that “indicates to
students either that their utterance has been misunderstood by the teacher
or that the utterance is ill-formed in some way and that a repetition or a
reformulation is required. In this case, the teacher indicated that certain




T: sorry, what? sing a song?
(Class A, Rec. 006)
In this excerpt, the student did grammatical error while saying
“singing”, since it was about simple present tense, so the correct form was
“sing” not singing, therefore the teacher did corrective feedback by doing
clarification request by saying “sorry, what?”.
Excerpt 11
S: yesss...e..
T: apa jawabannya? (what is the answer?)
(Class B, Rec. 001)
Excerpt 12
S: where eee they...
T: where...where.?
(Class B, Rec. 001)
In excerpt 11 and 12, the students answered unclearly, therefore
the teacher asked for clarification about what the students' answers. The
transcription shows that the teacher used various phrases in requesting
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clarification such as ‘Excuse me?’, ‘Ah?’, ‘Hm?’, ‘Eit?’, ‘What?’, ‘What do
you mean?’, ‘Can you say it again?’, and ‘Really?’. In employing this type
of feedback, the teachers sometimes clarified the meaning, referred to
problems on accuracy, oraddressed problems on comprehensibility.
e. Explicit Correction
Explicit Correction refers to the explicit provision of the correct form
by the teacher as teacher clearly indicates that students have made an
incorrect form. In this case, the teacher provided the correct form with a
clear indication of what was being corrected.
Excerpt 13
S: who is the cat,….
T: no, who itu manusia sekali. (No, who is for human) Pakai
apa, jawabannya the mouse ya. (Use what, the answer is
the mouse)
(Class C, Rec. 004)
When the student used an inappropriate word in arranging a
question, the teacher corrected the students' error directly by explicit
correcting. The teacher explained to the students that the use of "who" is
just for human, not for animals.
Excerpt 14
S: Mam, nggak where are going?
T : go to. Gak ada yang pakai are-are itu gak ada.
(Class C, Rec. 004)
When the student asked something which is incorrrect form, the
teachers corrected the answer and explained the correct one.
Excerpt 15
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S: what time do class,,,,
T: I see, I mean it’s not about what time. It is about how you
decide to use do or does. What is your consideration?
(Class C, Rec. 004)
When the students answered incorrectly, the teachers told the
students about what she needed to point out. She emphasized the answer
that was not about the time but the to be used “do/does”. Explicit
corrective feedback is categorized into input providing corrective feedback
because the corrected answers. However, in employing explicit corrective
feedback, the teacher sometimes did not give the student an opportunity
to uptake the correction. It is likely to be less supportive when the
objective is student’s production such as pronunciation.
f. Repetition
Repetition is the feedback in which the teacher repeats the ill-
formed part of the student’s utterance, usually with a change in intonation.
Excerpt 16
S: story love
T: story love? Love story?
(Class A, Rec. 001)
The excerpt above revealed that the students did grammatical error










(Class A, Rec. 003)
Excerpt 17 and 18 revealed that the teachers repeated what the
students said.
g. Translation
Translation can be seen as a feedback move when it follows a
student’s unsolicited uses of the L1. . In this case, the teacher repeated
the erroneous utterance in isolation and usually adjusted her intonation to
emphasize the error.
Excerpt 19
S: apa yang terjadi kemarin? Ehm…. (What happened
yesterday?)
T: what happened yesterday, jawabannya apa? Apa kira-
kira, apa jawabannya? (what is the answer?)
(Class B, Rec. 001)
The teacher corrected the students’ answer in L1 by translating the




T: ya, ngantuk, berarti, he is yawning, he must be sleepy.
(Class C, Rec. 003)
The teacher translated the students' answer in English, she said:
"he is yawning, he must be sleepy".
Excerpt 21
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T: Have you heard before about him?
S : yes
T : yes? Gimana pernah gak dengar tentang Ki Hajar
Dewantara?
(Class A, Rec. 003)
The teacher translated her questions before in Indonesian because
she got an unclear answer from the students when she asked the question
in English. The teacher explained that repetition was used as a tool to
stimulate students to produce the correct output that was actually
perceived already existed in the student’s interlanguage system. It means
the erroneous utterance that was addressed by repetition was not resulted
from the students’ lack of competence but was resulted from the gap
between the competence and performance. In other words, the teacher
utilized repetition for student’s mistakes, not student’s error.
4.1.2 Types of Learners Uptake
After analyzing the teachers' oral corrective feedback, the
researcher analyzed the learners' uptake.  In addition, uptake is a
student's utterance that immediately follows the teacher's feedback and
that constitutes a reaction in some way to the teacher's intention to draw
attention to some aspect of the student's initial utterance. There are two
types of Learners' uptake, repair and needs repair. Repair has four
categories such as self-repair, peer repair, repetition, and incorporation,
while needs repair has seven categories such as acknowledgement, same
error, different error, off-target, partial repair, hesitation, and topic
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continuation (Panova and Lyster, 2002). The types of learners’ uptake in
all classes were in the following table.
Table 5. Types of Learners’ Uptake
No Types of Learners’ Uptake F (%)
Repair
1 Repetition 20 (17,39)
2 Incorporation 14 (12,17)
3 Self repair 35 (30,43)
4 Peer repair 3 (2,60)
Need-repair
5 Acknowledgement 7 (6,08)
6 Same error 2 (1,73)
7 Different error 9 (7,82)
8 Off-target 0
9 Hesitation 6 (5,21)
10 Partial repair 0
11 Topic Continuation 0
No Uptake 21 (13,04)
Total 117 (100)
There were 96 uptakes which found in this research is also divided
into repair and need repair, moreover there were 21 no uptake regarded to
to the corrective feedback given. Therefore, there were only eight types of
learners’ uptake which were found in this research; repetition,
incorporation, self-repair, peer-repair, acknowledgement, same error,
different error, and hesitation. There were three uptakes which were
extremely high done by the learners, namely; self-repair (30,43%),
repetition (17,39%), and incorporation (12,17%). Then, there were five
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learners’ uptakes which were low done by the learners, namely;  peer
repair, acknowledgement, same error, different error, and hesitation.
However, there were three uptakes which were zero done by the learners,
they were; off-target and partial repair. See the following chart.
Chart 2. Types of Learners’ Uptake
The three high-frequency types of learners' uptake found in this
research were self-repair (30,43% ) which included into repair uptake, then
repetition uptake (17,39%), and 12,17% for incorporation.  Some excerpts
of learners’ uptakes were as follow.
a. Self-Repair
Self Repair refers to self-correction by the student who made the
initial error, in response to the teacher’s feedback. In this case, the student




















S: Yes, Mam, waktu SD.
T: What we call SD in English? (Metalinguistic feedback)
S: Elementary School (Self-Repair)
(Class A, Rec. 003)
Excerpt 23
S: Where does Bob live?
T: Bob lived (recast)
S: Where did Bob live? (Self-Repair)
(Class B, Rec. 001)
Excerpt 24
S: Blue Blood
T: What? Blue Blood? (repetition)
S: Royal Family Mam (Self-Repair)
(Class A, Rec. 007)
The excerpt shows that the student answered the teacher’s
question with a lexical mistake. Responding to the mistake, the teacher
used a repetition as corrective feedback to prompt a correct utterance. As
a result, the student self-corrected her utterance by answering teacher’s
question correctly. In this case, the self repair indicates that the student
noticed the gap between his interlanguage and target language
b. Repetition
Repetition is a student’s repetition of the correct form given in the
teacher’s feedback when the feedback includes the correct form.
Excerpt 25
S: I graduate next year
T: I will graduate next year (Recast)
S: I will graduate next year (Repetition)
(Class B, Rec. 001)
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Excerpt 26
S: Elementary school (misspelling)
T: ya, Ok. Elementary school (Recast)
S : Elementary school(Repetition)
(Class A, Rec. 001)
Excerpt 27




(Class A, Rec. 005)
The excerpt shows that the teacher gave explicit correction to the
student’s phonological error by providing the correct pronunciation.
Responding to the explicit corrective feedback, other students repeated
the teacher’s corrected pronunciation. As a result, the students succeeded
in pronouncing the word ‘grocery store’ correctly. In the case of
pronunciation problem, repair in the form of repetition enables studentsto
get benefit of noticing the gap between his erroneous pronunciations with
the correct one and to have a contextualized practice by repeating the
correct form.
c. Acknowledgement
Acknowledgement occurs when the learner responds to the
teacher's feedback only with a "yes" or "no".
Excerpt 28
S: The purpose
T: The purpose? (Repetition)
S: yes (Acknowledgment)
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(Class A, Rec. 001)
Excerpt 29
S : columnist...
T: what do you call columnist in Indonesia? (Metalinguistic
Correction)
S: yes (Acknowledgment)
(Class A, Rec. 005)
Excerpt 30
S: the father of education
T: ya, the father of education, (Recast)
S: yes (Acknowledgment)
(Class A, Rec. 007)
In this case, acknowledgement indicates that the student actually
understood and noticed that there was a gap between her utterance and
target language. However, her limited capacity or her perception on her
ability might limit her effort to do repair. It is also probably because the
student did not bother to repair her utterance since her previous utterance
was considered enough to make the teacher understood what she meant.
d. Different Error
Different error occurs when learners respond to the teacher's
feedback by producing a different error from the initial error.
Excerpt 31
S: singing
T: what, sing a song? (Clarification)
S : (laugh and sing) (Different Error)
(Class A, Rec. 006)
Excerpt 32
S: living
T: where is Marry living? (Recast)
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S: where is (Different Error)
(Class B, Rec. 001)
The different error indicates that the learner did not know the
English word. In this case, output prompting strategies seem ineffective
and input providing strategy such as explicit correction may help the
learners by using clear, concise, unambiguous wording and terminology to
reduce possible confusion. It is also important to say that the errors
indicate the stage of learners’ language development as a result of
learning and acquisition.
e. Peer-Repair
Peer Repair refers to peer-correction provided by a student, other
than the one who made the initial error, in response to the teacher’s
feedback
Excerpt 33
S: why do you live?
T: where...... (Elicitation)
S: where do you live? (Peer-Repair)
(Class B, Rec. 001)
Excerpt 34
S: Who is the cat?
T: no, who itu manusia sekali. Pakai apa jawabannya the
mouse ya. (Explicit Correction)
S: what is the cat waiting for? (Peer-Repair)
(Class C, Rec. 004)
Excerpt 35
S: where is...
T: no, where...I was, ada was disana (Explicit Correction)
S: where were (Peer-Repair)
(Class B, Rec. 001)
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In the case of peer repair, the excerpt above shows that peer repair
indicates that the function of corrective feedback as a noticing tool work for
learners since they became consciously aware of the gap between the
answer and the target language. It can also indicate that the corrective
feedback employed by the teacher was successful as a triggering tool
since it can trigger the learners to repair the answer.
f. Partial Repair
It occurs when the learner corrects some parts of the errors
following the teacher's feedback.
Excerpt 36
S: maybe
T: may and might (Recast)
S: might (mispronounced) (Partial Repair)
(Class B, Rec. 003)
Excerpt 37
S: Where has
T: where has Tom been (Elicitation)
S: has Tom been living (Partial Repair)
(Class B, Rec. 001)
In this case, partial error indicates that the function of corrective
feedback as a noticing and triggering tool works for the student to
recognize the gap between her erroneous utterance and the target
linguistic focus but the student has not succeeded yet to repair her error.
Similar with same error and different error, partial error may indicate that
the student misunderstood the teacher’s illocution of clarification request.
Besides, it may indicate that the student has not mastered the linguistic
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target of correction. In this case, explicit correction and re-teaching are
likely beneficial for the student.
g. Hesitation
It occurs when a learner hesitates in responding to the teacher’s
feedback.
Excerpt 38
S: are they going to live?
T: where are they going to live? (Recast)
S: where will eeeeeee (Hesitation)
(Class B, Rec. 001)
Excerpt 39
S: apa yang terjadi kemaren? ehmmm
T: what happened yesterday (Translation)
S : ...ehmmmmmmmmm (make noise) (Hesitation)
(Class B, Rec. 003)
The student’s hesitation was possibly because the student still did
not get what was corrected. Therefore, the use of clear instruction is
required to apply corrective feedback in young learner context (Archer and
Hughes, 2011). Another possible explanation was that hesitation might be
due to her doubt feeling on the correction given by the teacher. This
doubtfulness may relate to student’s level of proficiency and affective
factor. As explained by the teacher, M has the lowest proficiency
comparing to her friends therefore it influences her confidence as well. If
affective factor becomes the case, the teacher may need to give a balance
positive and negative feedback (Harmer, 2007) and build a good rapport
with the student (Magilow, 1999) to reduce student’s anxiety.
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4.1.3 Distribution of Oral Corrective Feedback and Learners’
Uptake
After analyzing the oral corrective feedback and learners' uptake,
the researcher analyzed the distribution of oral corrective feedback and
learners’ uptake. The result was displayed in the following table.



















1 Self-Repair 6 0 10 15 2 1 0 0
2 Repetition 1 9 3 0 0 9 0 0
3 Incorporation 7 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
4 Different Error 2 0 1 5 3 0 0 0
5 Acknowledgement 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 0
6 Hesitation 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
7 Peer-repair 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
8 Same Error 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
No Uptake 1 1 0 1 9 4 5 0
Total 22 11 16 24 17 21 6 0
Table 6 showed that there were eight types of oral corrective
feedback used by the teachers which distributed into eight types of
learners uptake. Self-repair uptake distributed into 6 uptakes for elicitation,
0 uptakes for metalinguistic, 15 uptakes for clarification, 2 uptakes for
explicit correction feedback, and 1 uptake for repetition. Then repetition
uptake distributed into 1 uptake for elicitation and 9 uptakes for recast, 3
uptakes for metalinguistic feedback, and 15 uptakes for repetition.
Incorporation uptake distributed to 7 uptakes for elicitation and 1 uptake
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for repetition. Different error uptake distributed to 2 uptakes for elicitation,
1 uptake for metalinguistic, 3 uptakes for explicit correction, and 3 uptakes
for clarification request. The percentage of Distribution of Oral Corrective
Feedback and Learners’ Uptake.
Table 7. Distribution of Oral Corrective Feedback and Learners’
Uptake
No Oral Corrective Feedback N Learners’ Uptake(%)
No Uptake
(%)
1 Elicitation 22 21 (95,45) 1 (4,54)
2 Recast 11 10 (90,90) 1 (9,09)
3 Metalinguistic Feedback 16 16 (100) 0 (00,00)
4 Clarification request 24 23 (95,83) 1 (4,16)
5 Explicit Correction 17 8 (47,05) 9 (52,94)
6 Repetition 21 17 (80,95) 4 (19,04)
7 Translation 6 1 (16,66) 5 (83,34)
8 Paralinguistic Signal 0 0 0
117 96 (82,05) 21 (17,95)
Regarding the table, there were 100 % learners’ uptake to the
metalinguistic feedback that was used by the teachers, then 95,83% of
learners uptake to the clarification request feedback. Moreover, for
elicitation, there were 95,45% of learners’ uptake found, then 90,90% of
learners’ uptake belongs to recast. There were 80,95% of learners’ uptake
was for repetition, and the last there were 47,05% of learners’ uptake was
for explicit correction and 16,66% for translation corrective feedback.
Furthermore, there were five types of oral corrective feedback with the
learners’ uptake above 50%, namely; recast, clarification request,
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repetition, metalinguistic feedback, and elicitation. Then there were two
types of oral corrective feedback with the learners’ uptake under 50%,
namely; explicit correction and translation. It can be seen that there were
96 oral corrective feedbacks from 117 of total feedbacks which were
responded to the students and 21 feedbacks were not responded to by the
students.
4.2Discussion
4.2.1 Types of Oral Corrective Feedback
The types of corrective feedback that was high frequency done by
the teachers in the English classroom were clarification request, elicitation,
and repetition. This finding confirmed some theory from experts. The
finding showed that clarification request was the most dominant oral
corrective feedback used by the teachers. In this case, the teacher
indicated that certain utterances were either not understood or were ill-
formed so a repetition or reformulation was needed(Lyster&Ranta, 1997).
The transcription shows that the teacher used various phrases in
requesting clarification such as ‘Excuse me?’, ‘Ah?’, ‘Hm?’, ‘Eit?’, ‘What?’,
‘What do you mean?’, ‘Can you say it again?’, and ‘Really?’. In employing
this type of feedback, the teachers sometimes clarified the meaning,
referred to problems on accuracy, oraddressed problems on
comprehensibility. Ellis (2009) and Sheen&Ellis (2011) categorize this type
of feedback into implicit type of feedback since clarification request, as
shown in the excerpt, implicitly informed the learner that there was
something erroneous with the learner’s utterance without directly telling
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that the answer was wrong nor directly gave a correct answer.  Besides,
this type of strategy was also categorized as output prompting oral
corrective feedback (Ellis, 2009; Sheen &Ellis, 2011) since this, as shown
in the excerpt, drew the learner’s attention to the erroneous utterance and
prompted her to repair her utterance.
The teacher admits that she employed clarification request to let the
students know that “the word that they said was not correct”, especially in
the context of accuracy-oriented event. It means the teacher had intention
to draw student’s attention to make them realize that there was something
wrong in the utteranceand help learners restructure their existing
knowledge (Ellis, 2009).However, the character of clarification request
might be ambiguously interpreted as an intention to repeat the same
utterance. This potential ambiguity can be possibly avoided by applying
the clarification request in a focused event (Choi&Li, 2012) with specific
linguistic target.
Moreover, elicitation refers to teacher’s techniques “to directly elicit
the correct form from the students“ (Lyster&Ranta, 1997, p.48). They list
three techniques that can be used to employ elicitation. First, the teacher
allows learners to complete the utterance, similar in ‘fill in the blank’
activity. Second, the teacher uses questions to elicit correct form such as
“How do you say x in English?”Third, the teacher asks learners to
reformulate their utterance.
Another dominant type of oral corrective feedback was repetition. In
line with the statement from Ellis (2009) and Ellis&sheen (2011), the
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teacher explained that repetition was used as a tool to stimulate students
to produce the correct output that was actually perceived already existed
in the student’s interlanguage system. It means the erroneous utterance
that was addressed by repetition was not resulted from the students’ lack
of competence but was resulted from the gap between the competence
and performance. In other words, the teacher utilized repetition for
student’s mistakes, not student’s error (see Corder, 1976).
4.2.2 Types of Learners’ Uptakes
The types of learners' uptake that high frequency found in this
research were self-repair, repetition uptake, and incorporation. Many
experts use different terms in explaining corrective feedback.  Some of the
experts call it with correction, negative evidence and negative feedback. In
order to avoid some possible misunderstanding and confusion related to
corrective feedback definition, a brief review will be presented. Correction
feedback cannot be separated by the student's error produced in the
process of teaching and learning, including the second language.
Chaudron (1988, p.150) defines correction as "any teacher behaviour
following an error that minimally attempts to inform the learner of the fact
of error". In responding to the students' error, feedback can be delivered
explicitly or implicitly and may have metalinguistic information. It is as what
said by Lightbown and Spada (in Tatawy, 2002,p.1) who define corrective
feedback as "an indication to the learners that their use of the target
language is incorrect."
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Responding to the mistake, the teacher used a repetition as
corrective feedback to prompt a correct utterance. As a result, the student
self-corrected her utterance by answering teacher’s question correctly. In
this case, the self repair indicates that the student noticed the gap
between his interlanguage and target language (Schmidt, 2010) and the
student succeeded in adjusting his output (Swain, 2007; Long, 1996). It
also means that the repetition given by the teacher succeeded in giving
opportunity for the student to stretch his interlanguage to meet
communicative goals (Swain, 1995 in Sheen& Ellis, 2011).
In the case of pronunciation problem, repair in the form of repetition
enables studentsto get benefit of noticing the gap (Schmidt, 2010; Tatawy,
2002; Gass, 1991) between his erroneous pronunciations with the correct
one and to have a contextualized practice (Sheen&Ellis, 2006) by
repeating the correct form. Even though repetition is considered not as
effective as generated repairs such as self and peer repairs since it does
not indicate student’s understanding of specific linguistic feature, the
student still get benefit of practicing and drilling to pronounce the word by
repeating the correct form. In other word, we can say that repetition may
give benefit for practicing language skills, especially production skill such
as pronunciation.
Regarding the function of incorporation, it may give benefit for the
student to hypothesize (Swain, 2007) the grammatical rule by
incorporating the rule (is VS are) to a longer utterance. Even though
incorporation is considered as less effective indicator of success
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comparing to generated repairs, the excerpt shows that incorporation
potentially indicates the learnernoticed and incorporated the feedback
(Egi, 2010 in Choi&Li, 2012)since the student could use the correct similar
rule to the subsequent utterance. In this case, the learnerscan learn from
their own output when they are given the chance to stretch their
interlanguage to meet communicative goals (Swain, 1995 in Sheen& Ellis,
2011).
Ellis (2009) also suggests several general strategies for treating the
errors in the interaction that can be modified by teachers. He proposes
some guidelines for teachers in correcting learner errors: (1) Students'
attitudes towards corrective feedback should be put into consideration, (2)
Since CF has been proved to work for accuracy and fluency, the teacher
should not be afraid to correct students' errors, (3) Since focused CF is
potentially more effective than unfocused CF, it is better for teachers to
identify specific linguistic targets to be corrected in a different lesson, (4)
The correction should be clear and it should be understood by students,
(5) A variety of CF strategies need to be employed, the teacher can start
from the implicit one and when the learner cannot do self-correction
teachers can move to a more explicit one, (5) Teachers need to
experiment with timing of CF to decide whether the correction will be
immediate or delayed, (6) Teachers need to create space for learners to
uptake the CF, (7) Teachers should be aware of who, when, and how they
correct, considering cognitive and affective needs of individual learner, (8)
Teachers should prepare themselves to focus on a specific error in several
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occasions to give learners opportunities to do achieve full self-regulation
and (9) Teachers should be aware of anxiety that might appear and
choose the strategies to use the anxiety to facilitate learning rather than
impede it.
In addition, Tedick and Gortari(1998) give several suggestions for
teachers in applying corrective feedback. They suggest teachers consider
the context, applying a variety of feedback techniques, reflecting their
practices of correcting learners by asking a colleague to observe or
recording them while they are interacting in the class, and prioritizing
learners to self-correct rather than simply giving the correct answer.
4.2.3 Distribution of Oral Feedback and Learners’ Uptake
There were 100 % learners’ uptake to the metalinguistic feedback
that was used by the teachers, then 95,83% of learners uptake to the
clarification request feedback. Moreover, for elicitation, there were 95,45%
of learners’ uptake found, then 90,90% of learners’ uptake belongs to
recast. There were 80,95% of learners’ uptake was for repetition, and the
last there were 47,05% of learners’ uptake was for explicit correction and
16,66% for translation corrective feedback. Furthermore, there were five
types of oral corrective feedback with the learners’ uptake above 50%,
namely; recast, clarification request, repetition, metalinguistic feedback,
and elicitation. Then there were two types of oral corrective feedback with
the learners’ uptake under 50%, namely; explicit correction and
translation. It can be seen that there were 96 oral corrective feedbacks
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from 117 of total feedbacks which were responded to the students and 21
feedbacks were not responded to by the students.
Regarding the effectiveness of corrective feedback, Djiwandono
(2013) states that corrective feedback is most effective when applied to
items that students themselves are dying to make them correct. However,
it is less effective when students think they can still get the message
across even with the erroneous forms and it is least effective when applied
to mistakes which have been fossilized.
The overview of studies presented in this section examines relevant
observational research on corrective feedback and learner uptake during
oral classroom work. In reviewing classroom observational studies, we
look for common patterns of error treatment in different classroom contexts
that involve preferred corrective techniques as well as how specific types
of feedback and error types correlate with learner uptake and repair. For
the purposes of this overview, corrective feedback refers to “any reaction
of the teacher which clearly transforms, disapprovingly refers to, or
demands improvement of the learner utterance” (Chaudron, 1977, p. 31).
Uptake refers to different types of student responses immediately following
the feedback, including responses with repair of the nontarget items as
well as utterances still in need of repair (Lyster & Ranta, 1997).
In studies on corrective feedback, uptake is" ..a student’s utterance
that immediately follows the teacher’s feedback and that constitutes a
reaction in some way to the teacher’s intention to draw attention to some
aspect of the student’s initial utterance (Lyster & Ranta, 1997;
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p.49)."Uptake in this sense is used as a way of evaluating the
effectiveness of feedback types which can be divided into two categories:
“repair” and “needs repair” (Lyster & Ranta, 1997, p. 49). "Uptake in this
sense is used as a way of evaluating the effectiveness of feedback types
which can be divided into two categories: “repair” and “needs repair”
(Lyster & Ranta, 1997, p.49). However, several arguments question the
utility of uptake, claiming that considering it as an indication of learning is
not reliable (Long, 2006; Ellis, Basturkmen & Loewen, 2001).
In teaching and learning process, oral corrective feedback is very
important for English foreign language learner. It is important to revise the
learners' errors in teaching and learning process. This research found that
the teachers have done their part to correct the students' errors by giving
oral corrective feedback. Furthermore, the learners should know that they
have been corrected, so they have to repair their errors while the teachers





This study investigated the dominant types of corrective feedback
done by the teachers, the dominant types of learners’ uptakes done by the
students, and the distribution of corrective feedback and the learners’
uptakes. Clarification request, elicitation, and repetition become the types
of corrective feedback that were high frequently used by the teachers in
the English classroom. The types of learners’ uptake that were frequently
produced by the learners were self-repair, repetition uptake, and
incorporation. Eventhough there were only three types of corrective
feedback that were high frequently done by the teachers, the distribution
of the learners’ response falls into good category, shown by the high
percentage of learners’ uptake in responding teachers’ corrective
feedbacks. The findings shows that there were ninety six oral corrective
feedbacks from one hundred and seventeen of total feedbacks which were
responded by the students and twenty one feedbacks were not
responded.
5.2 Suggestion
The researcher suggests that English teachers employ various
types of Corrective Feedback as Oral Corrective Feedback used it
encourages the students to show their understanding as implied by their
reaction to the teacher’s feedbacks. Theoretically, this study offers some
information based on the application of oral corrective feedback strategies
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that used by the English teacher and learner uptakes that were used by
students. Therefore, this study could fill in the gap found in the previous
studies. Practically, this study would be useful for teachers to recognize
the different types of oral corrective feedback strategies and learner
uptakes. The knowledge about oral corrective feedback is expected to
help the readers to apply the strategies in their classroom by suiting with
learners development and needs.
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T             : good morning
S (all)     : good morning mam
T : ok. Today we’ll go on about what?
T : tentang apa?
T : what we talk before?
S (all)     : make noise..
T : about bio….
S (sot): graphy, biography mam.
T : Ya, biography. Hallo, what do you know
about biography?
S : Biography adalah riwayat hidup mam,
tentang seseorang/tokoh(answering in
Bahasa Indonesia)
T : ah, can you say in English?
S :……(not clear, answering in english)
T : ok, ok. Katanya what we talk about
people life, ya, ok. What else? What else
biography said about what, Dita?
S : what mam?
T : biography, say what….
S : ehhhh
T : say about what? Tell about her/his
experience, about her/his live, ya, but
who? Orangnya biasanya.
S : famous, e..
T : ya, about famous peo….
S : Famous people, mam.
T : bisa, apa lagi nak?
S : tokoh…
T : terus apa lagi?
T : look at your paper now. Who is he?
S :Ki Hajar Dewantara
T ; do you know about him?
S : the father of education mam.
T : ki Hajar Dewantara is…
S : the father of education
T : ya, the father of education, 100 for you,
1000 for me. ok. What else do you know
about him?
S :  semacam pahlawan mam
T : ya, good, in English?
S : A hero..
T : ya, Hero
S : have blue blood
T : what? Blue blood? It means he is from a
royal fa..
S : Royal family mam
T : ya, now I want to all of you please read
and then  you see this biography from the
history of Ki Hajar Dewantara and then I
want to ask one by one to translate it.
S : (reading the text)
T : Zaki, semangat.
S : (continue reading)
T : kenapa Zaki? (03.04, not clear)
S : (reading the text, paragraph 3)
mispronounce aristocrat
T :  aristocrat  Yeah, ok, good… ok please
translate it.. apa aristocrat?
S : Aristocrat
S : Bangsawan
T            : yes, good
S : bangsawan (continue..) privelege mam?
T : apa itu privelege? Memudahkan atau apa
lagi?
S : yang memudahkannya untuk
T : eh, berarti dia tadi enggak dia…
S :…. (continue)
T : involved  ya apa? Bisa terlibat atau
termasuk
S : involved  terlibat….(continue)…………
S : (continue translating)
T : apa? What does it mean of nation? Ayo
lanjut yang bagus.
S : kebangsaan mam
T            : ok good, go on
S : dari awal mam?
T : gak dari yang ini saja
S : (translating)…
T : apa consciousness?
S : bingung
T :bingung? Itu confuse, apa conscious?
Kesa….
S : Kesadaran
T : ya, kesadaran. Ok siapa lanjut? Dari sini
sampai sini, dari he was exiled..
S : (reading the text)…. All
T : all (correcting the pronounciation of all)
S : all (following the teacher)…..
T : obtain? Apa? What does it mean obtain?
S : mendapatkan.
T : what is the synonim? Synonim of obtain?
S : get
T : ya get. Good, 100 for you. you want read
the text? (asking one of the student)
S : yes mam
T      : ok, now make 5 questions based on
biography of ki hajar dewantara.
S(all)     : ok mam
T           : we will discuss then
Part 2
T          : have you finish?
S (all)  : yes mam
T : apa pertanyaan pertama?
S : what is real name of ki hajar dewantara?
T: ok good, jawabannya?
S : raden mas suwardi suryaningrat
T : next question?
S : what is ki hajar dewantara education
background
T : bagus, and the answer is?
S: Dutch-sponsored medical school.
T: did he finish his school or not?
S : yes mam
T: are you sure?
S : eh  no mam
T: next question?
S : what is the title of his article that published by
Indische Partij’s De Express ?
T: good, and the answer is?
S : If I Were a Netherlander mam
T: ada yang mau bertanya menggunakan when?
S : when is the establishment of taman siswa?
T: when is it?
S: in java, july 1922.
T: what is the last question?
S: what is political parties established by ki hajar
dewantara?
T : what is it?
S : Socialist Indische Partij
T: ok good
T: any question so far?
S (all): no mam
T: ok, homework ya, buat exercise empat.
S (all): ya mam
T: yup, that’s all for today.
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T        : good morning every one.
S (all) : good morning mam,
T         : how are you today?
S (all)  : I’m fine mam, what about you sir?
T          : I’m fine too thank you
T     : dibawa buku yang saya suruh bawa
kemaren?
S (all)    : yes mam
T         : Ok. Ada bukunya?... ada ya…. Is that
apple?
S : yes,..
T      : ok. Before we start the lesson today, I
would remind you the previous lesson. Minggu
kemaren tentang apa?
S (sot)      : other…
T ; ok, how could you define about
other? Gimana? Other itu apa? Gimana
kemaren other? Yang lainnya, other.
S : other… emm
T : misal miss bilang gini, I have five
fingers. I take one finger. This finger is…
S(sot) : other
T : other… this one is other. Kalau
misalnya, I have five fingers, this is another
finger, this one is still another finger, this one
is still another, and the last one is….
S (sot) : the other
T : the other finger,
S (sot) : the other finger
T       :  the other of the other finger. Ok, kalau
I have five fingers, and then I take one finger
and then sisa keempatnya….
S (sot) : the others
T : the others, kalau misalnya ini, miss
ambil dua, the others apa others?
S (sot) : others
T : others , kemudian yg ini the other
finger atau the….
S (sot) : others
T          : the others
S (sot)   : the others




T : ya, ok, now open page 186 about
modal auxiliaries. Ya, auxiliary itu apa?
S : kata kerja bantu
T : Kata kerja bantu, ya… apa aja?
S (sot) : would, may, might, have, can..
T :and then..?
S (sot) : shall, should
T : should ya
S(sot): should
T: ya, semuanya ada di sini. Kapan kita
menggunakan can?
S : sudah pasti
S ; tidak pasti
T : can, artinya apa?
S : bisa
T : bisa berarti, ketika kita mau me…
S ; melakukan
T : membicarakan tentang
kemampuan/namanya adalah ability,
kemampuan, kebisaan, misalnya, I can speak..
S : English
T : English, terus apa lagi? I can do
it.iya,… its about ability, and then kalau tidak
bisa, apa?
S :can’t (misspronounced)
T : can’t (correcting the
pronounciation). Kalau british “can’t” (british
accent) kalau american “can’t” (american
accent)
T ; ok, ok kalau modal auxiliaries, diikuti
oleh kata kerja bentuk….
S : Satu
T : verb one
S : verb one..
T : ok, jd, setelah auxiliary diikuti kata
kerja bentuk….
S : Satu
T : tidak boleh ditambah-tambahin
ya.kemudian setelah beberapa modal…..
----------ribut,… guru menulis di papan--------
T : ok, ok, ehm, liat ke papan tulis, ada
yang namanya modal aux tidak boleh diikuti
oleh to, tp ada yang beberapa modal aux
memang sudah tebentuk yg digandeng dgn …..
S : to
T ; ya, to. Misalnya, ought to, have to. Jd,
seperti can, should dan lainnya tidak boleh
diikuti to. Kita lihat previewnya dulu. Exercise
1.
T : ok, sekarang, kita….. yang namanya
modal aux itu bisa dipecah-pecah berdasarkan
fungsinya. Misalnya, bisa menyatakan ability
atau kemampuan, menyatakan saran ada juga
yang keharusan. Yang kita lihat ini yang
menyatakan ability atau kemampuan, ada dua
yaitu can….
S (sot) : could
T : and could. Kita lihat kalau can … to
express ability at the present or future, could
itu ability in the past. Contohnya, I could walk
when I was 1 year. Ya gitu ya… kita liat yang
posibility. Posibility apa?
S : kemungkinan.
T : ya, kemungkinan. Yang menyatakan
kemungkinan. Apa yang artinya mungkin?
S : maybe
T : may and might
S (sot) : might (misspronounced)
T : might (correcting) ya… may and might
S (sot)  : might
T : beda must and have to, apa bedanya?
S : eh….
T : must itu lebih apa?
S : memaksa
T : maksa, kalau have to? Kalau must
lebih memaksa, kalau have to….
S : ehm…
T : must and have to itu the same
meaning, artinya sama. Kalau must dan have
to itu artinya sama-sama harus hanya
fungsinya yang yg beda. Kalau must itu lebih
harus, wajib. Have to itu masih bisa dinego lah.
Kalau must, kalau tdk dikerjakan ada
konsekuensinya. Itu yg point modal aux. ya…
bisa juga must untuk menarik kesimpulan,
misalnya, Akil menguap, kesimpulannya, apa?
S : ngantuk
T : ya, ngantuk, berarti, he is yawning, he
must be sleepy. Dia pasti ngantuk. Jd, logical
conclution. Ada pertanyaan tentang modal
aux?
T ; ok, kira-kira apa, Michael, number 2..
what is the answer/ Lyncoln elementary
school, jadi, gmna questionnya?
S : where are your….
T : ya, ya, gimana Dwi?
S : where do your children go to school?
T : ya, pinter. Keliatan yg baru datang,
lambat. Jd, where do your children go to
school. jawabannya, my children go to Lyncoln
elementary school.
S : mam, nggak where are go?
T : go to. Gak ada yang pakai are-are itu
gak ada. Kalau are itu pakai ing, boleh. Ok,
number 2, everyone, at what time the class
begin?
S : what time do class
T : I see, I mean it’s not about what time.
It is about how you decide to use do or does.
What is your consideration?
S (sot) : I, you, we, they do. she, he,it does
T :ok, good. Look at your subject to
divine the using of do and does.
T: sekarang buat kalimat menggunakan do and
does, bisa bentuk positif, negative, dan
interogatif.
T: oke siapa yang mau buat kalimatnya?
S: mam
T: ya kamu
S : I do my homework
T: good, ayo rubah menjadi bentuk negative.
S: I don’t my homework.
T: ya memang harus ditambahkan not ya tapi
kalimatnya benar tidak?
S: tidak mam
T: jadi apa yang benar?
S: I don’t do my homework.
T: good, coba pakai does.
S: she does her duty.
T: ok good.any questions?
S(sot): no mam
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T: good morning
S(all): good morning mam
T: how are you?
S(all): fine mam
T: good
T: ok today kita akan belajar menggunakan
kaliamat tanya. Coba ragil kamu buat satu kalimat
Tanya.
S: where you go?
T : Remember kamu tidak bisa memakai langsung
kalimat seperti where you go.
T: There is no way you say “ where you go ?”
“Ragil what you doing there?” people is
understanding you. Tapi itu English pasar jadinya.
T: what you do there?
S: yes mam, jadi bagaimana bentuk kalimat yang
benar mam?
T : Akan berbeda artinya, kalimat itu butuh kata
bantu ketika bentuknya sebuah pertanyaan atau
dalam benuk negative.
T: jadi pertanyaanya apa jay?
S : Siapa yang menemukan kacamatamu di pantai?
T : Ok good,berarti dia masuk yang mana jay?
Whom or just who?
S : who dengan verb?..
T: jadi bagaimana nantinya?
S : Who found your glasses at the beach
yesterday?
T: could be, smart! Who found ya? Kenapa tidak
who find?
S: karena sudah terjadi, karena pakai yesterday
sebagai keterangannya.
T: ya, jadi pakai who found..
T: kamu bukan menghafal formula tapi yang
dipahami konsepnya nak.
T: ok move,  faiza, fardan and mall. Siapa yang bisa
buat kalimatnya? Gak harus yesterday, boleh dua
minggu lagi. Apa bahasa inggrisnya dua minggu
lagi? Kalau dua mingg lalu two weeks ago.. jadi
apa?
S : Two weeks later
T: boleh tapi jarang dipakai manusia didunia entah
kalau di akhirat.
T: yang benar in two weeks ya, in two weeks aja. I
will be here in 30 minutes. Saya akan berada disini
dalam 30 menit.
T: next two weeks juga bisa , don’t think too
much.
S: What did fardan and faiza do in the mall
yesterday?
T: boleh ya, so ehat is the answer? Be honest nak
S: I don’t know mam
T: You don’t know what you do?
S (sot):hahaha
T: what is the other sentence?
S: where will fardan and faiza go to the mall? Eehh
T: ini pertanyaan yang langsung dijawab ya? Kalau
bertanya jangan dikasih langsung jawabannya.
T: atau misalnya what shop fardan and faiza visit
in the mall in two weeks? Boleh gak?
S(sot): yes.. boleh mam
T: Kalau tidak pakai where exactly? Kalau boleh,
pakai where exactly jadi lebih dalam. Where
exactly  will fardan and faiza go to the mall next
week atau next two weeks. Boleh juga. Atau pakai
how deh.
S : how did?
T: no, kenapa how did? Kan kalimat yang
menunjukkan waktu yang akan datang
S : How will? How will faiza and fardan go the mall
next two weeks?
T: gimana mereka kesana?
S: by car
T: yes boleh
S: mam kalau pakai why mam?
T: boleh
S: Why will fardan and faiza go to the mall next
two weeks?
T: ya boleh,, why do you ask?
S: just want to know mam hehe
T: anything else?
S: Kapan mereka pulang dari mall dua minggu yang
lalu,? Eh
T: ya gimana tu? What time ajalah ketimbang
when
S: what time fardan
T: will
S: What time will fardan and faiza get back from
mall next two weeks.
T: yes
T: oke next clues, tiara, meat ball, in the field
S: mam, can I ask?
T : yes?
S: Misalnya kapan terakhir kamu …?
T: when?
S: when does/ do your…. Last time?
S: when did you eat last time?
S: When did you eat meatball in the field last time
T:boleh
S: when did you last time eat juga boleh.
T: kira – kira jadi seperti apa Michael? Number 2?
T: what is suitable question for this answer at
Lincoln elementary school . Gimana questionnya
jadinya Michael?
S: where are you?
T: no
S: where did you?
T: no no..
S: where do your children go to school?
T: yes, where do your children go to school
T: Kalo kita ada kerja tidak pakai to be, gak ada
pakai are itu gak ada. Kalau pakai are itu pakai
going. Ke move to number two
T: at on etime class begin at one time
T: are you sure sonya?
S: yes
T: I mean that’s not about what time?
T: but my question is, is it correct for you to use do
?
S: my? You?
T:  please check the subject honey
T: how do you, I mean, how could you beside to
use do and does?
T: what consideration?
S (sot): kalau does used by  she, he, it?
T: good your question
T; ok now, you look at your question, apa
subjectnya?
S: the class
T: 1,2,3 the class? How many?
S: satu?
T: Berarti dia it, berarti do atau does?
S: does
T: coba diulang sonya
S: when does the class begin?
T :yes, when does the class begin?
T: kalau yang mau pakai what time boleh
S: What time does the class begin?
T: good next, look at number four, cluenya four
years ago. More cluesnya I met the Smith
S: when did you met the smith?
T: good tapi ada yang kurang dan terlalu lebay,
meet saja tidak pakai met
S: when did you meet the smith?
T: oke jawabannya?
S: smiths maksudnya apa mam?
T: smiths itu artinya kalau kita apunya nama
keluarga untuk menunjukkannya seperti
itu.mislanya wijaya, ada rian wijaya, kairunnisa
wijaya, papa wijaya, mama wijaya itu artiy nama
keluarga mereka the wijayas. Papa smith, mama
smith anak smith jadinya the smiths
T: oke move to number five
T: it waiting for a mouse atau pilihan lahinnya, the
cat is starring at the hole in the wall because it
waiting a mouse.
S: why do you the cat starring at it ?
T: hati – hati honey, liat dulu cluenya , jangan
cepat – cepat. Clue can be the use of to be, verb
the use of subject disana consider everything.
S: what does? Cat pakai is
T: iya pakai Karen ada is kan disana? Jadi gimana?
S: why is the cat starring at the hole in the wall?
T: ya boleh kenapa?  Cat nya menatap? Anything
else? Selain starring.. ada dua lo ada waiting juga.
S: what is the cat doing ?
T: ok, good why not? Dia benar- benar
menggunakan kata kerja yang gak ada disini ya?
Ada yang lain? There are still more possibilities ya
for number five.
S: why is the cat waiting?
T: yes, why is the cat waiting? Kenapa?
S : who?
T: who is for a person, kalau cat itu cocoknya pakai
what? Kalau pakai who terasa seperti person
S9: What is the cat waiting for?
T: ok good jawabannya the mouse.
T: atau mau jawabannya at the hole in the wall
S: where?
T: boleh pakai where, where is the cat waiting ?
T: where is the cat waiting boleh, jawabannya ath
the hole in the wall, ada lagi yang lain
pertanyaanya?
T: tanpa kata kerja jadi gimana?
S: where is the hole?
T: haha in the wall, bisa saja kalau tikusnya,
gimana?
S: where is the probably the mouse?
T: ya boleh, where is the mouse probably juga
boleh. Where is possibly the mouse?
T: there are many possibly question that you can
create from the clues in one sentence. Jangan lupa
cluesnya.
T: though it is just a general one, I hope you can
apply it, in every kind of tenses. Terserah
tensesnya mau apa, intinya seperti itu. Ada
pertanyaan before we close ?
S (all) : no mam
T: I think that’s all for today.
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T: good morning, every one
S(all): good morning sir
T: how are you?
S(all): great sir, thank you,
T: Ok open your book page one hundred and
eighty nine. That page about modal auxiliaries. You
should know about modal. According to you ada
apa saja?
S(sot): may, could, would, should (miss
pronounce)
T: could, would, should, ok and next
S(sot): must, can, will, might
T: ok, tell me, what is the difference between
might and may?
S : might?
T: might artinya dalam bahasa Indonesia apa?
S: boleh sir
T: and? Ada bedanya atau tidak?
S: ada,.. eh tidak
T:  Might and may itu tidak ada beda dari segi arti,
sama artinya boleh for ex, I might be busy this




T: may juga sama. Now tell me, apa bedanya
maybe dan may be?yang disatukan dan tidak.
S: maybe mungkin. May be boleh jadi sir
T: ok good and what is the difference between
maybe and probably?
S: sama – sama mungkin aja sir.
T: kalau kalian cari dikamus probably itu
maksudnya lebih kepada kemungkinan besar,
sedagkan maybe itu chance nya 50 : 50
T: now tell me, could and can? What is the
difference between could and can?
S: could (miss pronounce)
T: could ya bukan could
S: could (correcting)
T: so the pronounce are, could would should.
S: could, would, should (correcting)
T: Could and can apa artinya dalam bahasa
Indonesia?
S: bisa
T: terus apa bedanya?
S: gak ada sir
T: are you sure?
S: ee?




T: kalau meminta sesuatu itu untuk (informal
situation). Ex. Can I borrow your pen ? kalau could
untuk yang lebih formal seperti murid ke guru.
T: would and will?
S: artinya akan
T:would sama seperti could tapi lebih sopan.
T: what is the difference between must, have to,
and has to?
S: kalau must keharusan sir, kalau have to boleh
tidak dikerjakan. Contohnya you must pray.
T: ok, what about have to and has to apa bedanya?
S: have to itu untuk subject I , you, they,we. Has to
untuk subject she, he ,it.
T: kalau disini afif sebagai subjectpakai apa?
S: use has to sir?
T: afif and afrida?
S(sot): have to
T: use in sentences
S: afif and afrida have to eat dinner tonight.
T: good
T: bagaimana dengang penggunaan had to?
S: untuk menunjukkan masa lampau sir
T: good, ubah kalimat tadi menggunakan had to
S: afif and afrida had to eat dinner last night
T: good, now another auxiliary is prefer and like.
Do you know what is the difference between
them?
S: prefer itu untuk memilih lebih suka pada sesuatu
sedangkan like hanya suka
T: better?
S: lebih baik sir
T: oke, sir sering melihat dan memeriksa ada yang
menulis can to help, what about this? Is it correct?
S(sot): no sir
T: why?
S: can tidak perlu menggunakan to sir
T: boleh itu jawabannya, tapi yang benar adalah
setelah can harus verb 1, jadi yang benarnya
adalah can help. Modal cannot tidak boleh dipisah
tulisannya. Will not disingkat?
S: won’t sir
T: any question so far?
S (sot): no sir
T: untuk perubahan bentuk modal auxiliaries yang
positif ke negative dan interrogative, bagaimana?
Can contohnya.
S: I can read a book, I can’t read a book, can I read
a book?
T: good, another? Should?
S: she should goes to the hospital, she shouldn’t
goes to the hospital, should she goes to the
hospital?
T: are you sure that we use goes ?
S: eh, no sir
T: the correct sentence is?
S: she should go to the hospital, she shouldn’t go
to the hospital, should she go to the hospital?
T: ok good. Now move to the exercises, fill in the
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T             : Good morning my students!
S  (all)   : good morning mam
T           : how are you today?
S  (all)  : I’m fine mam. Thank you. What about
you mam?
T            : im fine thank you
T : well, did you still remember what I talk to
you yesterday?
S  (sot)   : yes mam,
S (sot) :  about Biography (make some noise)
T : it is about what?
S : Biography mam, (mispronounce)
T : Ya, biography. (correcting)
S : Biography
T            : Okay, now before you read from the
book. Do you know what is biography?
S : tentang cerita hidup mam
T : Yes, what?
S : about story of life
T : yes.. story. Story of what? elicitation
S : people mam…
T :people  lebih spesifik lagi public figure,
public figure is tokoh in bahasa, so biography is..?
S : Biography adalah..
T : can you say in English?
S : biography is story about public figure.
T : ya, What else.?, what do you know about
it, biography?
S : untuk orang penting dan berpengaruh
mam.
T : Yes, important and influenced people like
a Hero, right. What else?
S :  jadi kita bisa buat biografi tentang power
ranger mam? Kan hero mam
T : haha, could we?
S: no..
T: yes we could
S: ooo
T : what else?
T: give me one name public figure you know?
S: Muhammad hatta mam
T: alright, what about you ? who else?
S: Sukarno mam?
T: could be, what do you know about Sukarno and
Muhammad hatta?
S: our president  and vice president mam
T: our ex-president and ex vice president
S: oh yes
T: so biography is a detailed description of a
person’s life.
T: now, what information that given by biography?
T: ada informasi apa saja dalam biografi?
S: name, nama asli, nama panggilan mam
T: of course, real name and short name ?
S: tanggal lahir mam
T: yup date of birth,.. then
S: alamat rumah , daerah asal
T: ya semua itu bisa juga disebut dengan nformasi
pribadi. It could be their parents name, their
origin, their place of birth, all about their personal
information.
T: also, could be about their education
background, work, relationship, and death.
T: so today we will talk about the biography of ki
hajar dewantara
T: do you know him?
S: apa maksudnya mam?
T: kalian kenal dia?
S : oo,
S (sot): no mam





T: good, what kind of hero? Pahlawan apa dia?
S: gak tau mam
T:  dia adalah bapak pendidikan Indonesia , . now
read the text about ki hajar dewantara biography,
find out about his personal information, education
background, relationship, his contribution , and
when he die? Do you understand?
S(sot): yes mam
T: and don’t forget to underline difficult words. We
will discuss it later.
S(all): ooo iya mam
Part 2
T: well,  I will ask you, kapan ki hajar dewantara
lahir?
S: may second 1889 mam,
T: where is he born?
S: Yogyakarta.
T: another important information ?
S: He was also a member of the Bandung chapter
of Sarekat Isl m (“Islamic Association”) and a
founder of the Socialist Indische Partij (read the
article)
T: exactly .
T: now difficult words, ada?
S: ada mam
S: encouraged, widespread, indigenous,..




T: what does it mean?
S: didorong mam.
T:ok next  widespread
S: widespread, artinya tersebar luas












T: what does it mean?
S: em. Kebencian





T: how about this, what does it mean?
S: diakui
T: alright, anything else?
S(sot): no mam













T: now, untuk latihan, buat kalimat pertanyaan
yang jawabannya ada pada teks. Contohnya, who
is the real name of kihajar dewantara? Bisa?
S(all):bisa mam.
T: Ok let we close our lesson,.. see you next week
S: ok mam, see u mam
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T             : Good morning my students!
S    (all)  : good morning mam
T            : how are you today?
S  (all)    : fine mam. Thank you. What about y ou
mam?
T            : im fine thank you
T : well, did you still remember what I talk to
you previous meeting?
S   (sot)  : yes mam,
S     (sot):  about Biography (make some noise)
T : it is about what?
S : Biography mam, (mispronounce)
T : Ya, biography. (correcting)
S : Biography
T            : Okay, now before you read from the
book. Do you know what is biography?
S : About people…e…
T : Yes, what?
S : talk about tokoh mam
T : yes.. tokoh. What we call tokoh in
English? elicitation
S : people…
T :public figure is tokoh in bahasa, so
biography is..?
S : Biography adalah..
T : can you say in English? ELicitation
S : biography is story about public figure.
T : ya, What else. Baiquni, what do you know
about it, biography?
S : It’s a hero…
T : Yah, Hero, Ok. What else?
S :  Samo ajo
T : Ah sama aja, anything else dear?
S: people, public figure
T: your friend already mentioned that.
T : what else?
T: give me one name public figure you know?
S: prophet Muhammad mam
T: alright, what about you ? who else?
S: what about Suharto mam?
T: could be, what do you know about Suharto?
S: our president mam
T: our ex-president
S: oh yes
T: so biography is a detailed description of a
person’s life.
T: now, what information that given by
biography?
T: ada informasi apa saja dalam biografi?
S: name mam
T: of course, what else?
S: birthday
T: yup date of birth,.. then
S: their address, informasi pribadi mam
T: ya informasi pribadi. It could be their parents
name, their origin, their place of birth, all about
their personal information.
T: also, could be about their education
background, work, relationship, and death.
T: so today we will talk about the biography of ki
hajar dewantara.
T: sounds familiar?
S: apa maksudnya mam?







T: good, what kind of hero? Pahlawan apa dia?
s: pendidikan mam
T:  right, education . now read the text about ki
hajar dewantara biography, find out about his
personal information, education background,
relationship, his contribution , and when he die?
Do you understand?
S3: yes mam
T: and don’t forget to underline difficult words. We
will discuss it later
S: apa tadi mam?
T: garis bawahi kata kata sulitnya
S: ooo iya mam
Part 2
T: oke udah?
S(sot) : not yet mam
T: oke I’ll give you 5 more minutes.
S(sot):  yes mam
Part 3
T: well, kapan ki hajar dewantara  lahir?
S: 2 mei 1889 mam,
T: in English,
S: two may  , eighteen eighty nine
T: are you sure two?
S: eh no,
T: it must be second ya
S: second mam
T: where is he born?
S: Yogyakarta.
T: apalagi yang kalian tahu tentang dia?
S: founder of taman siswa mam.
T: and
S:anggota sarekat islam mam
T: is he a founder of the Socialist Indische Partij?
S(sot): no..
T: are you sure ? baca lagi teksnya. Elicitation
S: yes mam.  He is a founder of the socialist
indische partij.
T: dia juga menulis  “ If I Were a Netherlander”.
Have you read  it?
S: belum mam.
T: now difficult words, ada?
S(sot): ada mam
S: widespread (mispronounce)
T: widespread ya, mean?
S: widespread
S: gak tau mam,
T: check your dictionary.
S: tersebar luas









T: now, untuk latihan, buat kalimat pertanyaan
yang jawabannya ada pada teks. Contohnya, who
is the real name of kihajar dewantara? Bisa?
S(sot):bisa mam.
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T: good morning
S(all): good morning sir
T: how are you today?
S(all): fine sir, how about you sir?
T: I’m fine thank you,..
T: ok, Ok, look at your book. Look at your book on
page one hundred and twenty three.
S: Yes one twenty three
T: one hundred and twenty three
S: ..
T: Eeee, yes or no question is a question that can
be answered by yes or no. that was explained in
last meeting.
S: ee…
T: I already explain last Tuesday. example, does
Ann live in Montreal? Yes………….
S: yes, she does
T: no..
S: no, she doesn’t
T: who
S: who, how
T: where, whom, why e…
S: why do you live?
T: where…
S: where do you live ? (miss pronounce)
T: where do you live ?
S: so, we can decide to use do or does based on
subject?
T: we can decide to use do or does based on
subject.
T: third person singular use does and first and
second person singular use do.
S:  they, we?
T: use do, do not switch ya!
S: ya, she, he and it use does kan sir.
T: ya. Ok bagian C and D. disitu yang C, is sara
studying at the library? Jawabannya apa?
S: yes.. e
T: apa jawabannya? Yes …
T: no,..
S:  no, she is not
T: ya, kemudia yang D. where is sara studying?
Jawabannya?
S: Sarah is studying at library.
T: are you sure?
S: sarah is studying in eh at on library.
T: sarah…
S: in?on?..
T: ok, where is Sarah studying? Jawabannya?
S 6: Sarah is study eh studying at library.
T : ya, ing nya tetap ditulis
S : jadi ing nya tetap ditulis? kenapa  gak in
miss? kalau at the library dia bisa belajar di sekitar
library. Kalau in the library dia sudah pasti berada
di dalam library.
S : e,..kalau in di dalam, at…..
T : kalau in, jelas di dalam sama halnya
dengan I am at the bank, bisa saja kalian di
parkiran, di atm area tapi kalau I am in the bank,
jelas kalian di..
S (sot) : di dalam bank
T : ya, ok sekarang see yang part e and f.
Nah, e dan f itu pake,.. kita lihat helping verbnya
ya. Di situ sudah pake will, nah kalo will nanya
tentang apa, kemaren,.will….
S (sot) : yang akan datang
T : ya, that’s good. Ok, sekarang, will you
graduate this year?
Jawabannya,..yes..
S7 : yes, I will
T : kalau No, No I…
S7 : no, I won’t
S : I graduate next year
T : I will graduate next year
S : I will graduate next year.
T :ok, jadi, jawabannya apa?
S : yes, I did. No,….
T : yes, i…. no, i…? elicitation
S : yes, I did. No, I didn’t
T : yes, number 2, where..
S : does?
T            :are you sure?
S :do.
S : where do the students live.
T : number 3 Bob lived there
S : where does bob live?
T : Bob lived (penekanan pada kata lived)
S : where did bob live?
S : lived
T : ya karena lived, verb ke 2 ok, number 4,
Marry ‘s living there
S : where is Marry living?
T : ya, where is Marry..
S : living
T : where is Marry living. Number 5, I was
living there. I was
S : where did
S : where is
T : no, where… I was, I was, ada was di sana,
where….
S : when you living
S : where were…
T : where, where..
S : where were you?
T : ya, where were you living? Jawabannya
adalah
S : I was living there.
T :ya, number 6. They are going to live there.
Apa jawabannya?
S : where eee they..
T : where.. where..
S :are they going to live
T : where are they going to live? ok, number
7, Jhon will live there
S : where will e…
T : where will..
S : where will Jhon live .
T : ya, well done. The students can live there
S : where is..
T :where… the helping verbnya can,
where….the students….
S : the students live
T : where can the students..
S : live
T : ya…where can the students live? number
9, Jim has lived there
S : where has Jhon lived
T : ya, lived bentuk ke tiga karena present
per…
S : perfect
T : number 10. Apa, Tom has been living
there? Where….
S : where has
T : where has tom been…?
S : has tom been living?
T : good.
T            : well, know move to the next exercise.
Finish it and we will discuss it later.
S       (all)      : yes sir.
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